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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

--Context of the Problem

The basic'problem to be addressed was: How well
t

is the community college fulfilling its responsibilities

, idits training of the medical secretary? Should there be

a redesigning and restructuring of the secretarial science

curriculum in the medical specialty to keeps,up with changes'

in word processing usage?- Since the process of communica-

tion with the medical and allied health fields is vital,

should the personnel in these areas be involved in the

planning of new curricula, offering practical suggestions

that an academiCian may overlook?`

Basically, the following question must be'asked:

Should the medical secret-arial sciende curricaaum include

word processing?

Objectives

Specilic objectives were to determine the answers

to the'following research question

1. Do doctors who are in practice for a shorter time

(less than tenyears) tend/to adopt word process-

ing changes in office technology?

1
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2. Do largen hp8pitals tend to adopt modern word
,

processing technological methods more readily

, than smaller hospitals?

3

'-'

What kilids of skilled secretarial manpower are

4- needed to run word processing equipment?

4. Is training for word processing being given on am

.' office-based or hospital-abased level?

5°. Should the community college mediclal secr&tarial °

.-

science curriculum include wordprocessing?
,

Significance of the Problem

The 'significance of the proposed.project is that

the results will:

1. Indicate what further research is necessary, to

mtKe the goals of more efficient office admini8

trationlWidespread throughout the medical pro-

fession..
06

2. Indicate in what areas in the secretarial science

discipline curriculum has to be developed or modi-

fied in ordei to prepare graduates to function

successfully in the word processing environment.

1

Statement of the Problem

This project has attempted to measure changes in .

office administiative procedures in the medical and allied

health professions because'of the introduction of word

Processing equipment and processes with a view toward

1 2
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projecting modifications in the postsecondary medical

secretarial science curriculum. It is believed that the

co.st structure of office administration in the medical

field can be greatly reduced if appropriate- word processing

systems are employed. This research, th-rough the use a

globally mailed questionnaire and selected personal inter-

views, has attemp d to measure the depth to which word

prdcessing has been implemented in the medical field.

Additionahy, the broadest possible number of potential

medical users were identified to'form the data base for

the study.

A complete search of current literature in the

general area of word processing and specifically in the-"'

areas of medical applications has been undertaken.

Limitations

The focus of this research has originated in the

area in which the defined population of the City Univeisity

-of New York is served. Therefore, the population has been

delimited to those physicians practicing medicine within

the five boroughs of New York City. Also only hospitals

situated within

been surveyed.

Definitions

is same area; namely, New York City, has

The'dfollowing terms are defined as utilized,in the

context of this siudy in order to avoid any possible

semantic problems:

o-
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DEPARTMENT: A.functional or administrative division

of a hospital, health program or government agency.

Sometimes also known as a service. A department

within a hospital or medical school is typically

run by a responsible individual, either a chairman

or director, has its own budget and admitsvits own

patients, but is not a separate legal entity.

They are frequently organized by medical specialty,

i.e., a pediatric, radiology, or surgery depart-

ment.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: A facility in which patients with

many types of conditions are cared for; consists

of various departments such as medacine, surgery,

pediatrics, and obstetrics, all well equipped and

well staffed.

.GROUP PRACTICE: A formal association of three or more

physicians or other health professionals providing

services with income from medical practice,pooled

and redistributed to the members of the group

according to some prearranged plan (often but not

necessarily, through partnership).

HOSPITAL: An edtablishment with an 'organized medical

staff, with permanent facilities that include

inpatient beds, and with medical services, including
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physician services and continuous nursing services,

. to provide diagnosis and treatment for patients.

HOSPITAL INPATIENT BEDS: Hospital inpatient beds,

'cribs, and bassinets, excludin0g hospital hewborn

- bassinets. In the United States, accommodatio

for newborn infants are dbnsidered separately for

statistical and reporting purposes.

MEDICAL RECORD: A record kept on patients which

properly contains sufficient information to iden-

tify the patient clearly, to justify his diagnosis,.

and treatmen't, and to dbcument the results
<z>

accurately. The purposes of the record are to

serve as the basis for planning and continuity of

patient care; Provide a means of communication
<1.

among physicians and any professional contributing

to the patient's care; furnish documentary evi-

dence of the patient's cppluse of illness and

treatmentl serve as a basis for review, study and

eva uation; serve in protecting the legal interests

of the patient, hospital, and responsible practi-

tioner; and provide data for use in research and

education.

MEDICAL SECRETARY: Performs secretarial duties utiliz-

ing knowledge of medical terminology and hospital,

clinic, or laboratory procedures. Takes dictatiorN



in shorthand or using transcribing machine.

Compiles and records medical chart's, reports, and

correspondence, using typewriter. May prepare

and send bills to patients and record appointments.

a PRIVATE PRACTICE: Medical practice in which the 15rac-

titioner and his practice are independent of any

external policy control. It usually Fequires that

the practitioner be self-employed, except when he

is salaried by a partnership in which he is a

partner with simirar practitioners.

PROPRIETARY HOSPITAL: A hospital operated for the

purpose of making aprofit for its owners. Pro-
P

prietary hospitals are often owned by physiciahs

for the care of their -own and others' patients.

PUBLIC HEALTH: The science of dealing with the pro-

tection and improvement of community health by

organized community effort (air, water, food,

sanitation, immunization, preventive medicine,

,quarantine and other disease control activities;

occupational health and safety programs; health

education; epidemiology; health manpower training;
V .

biomedical research; manpower, family planning;

emergency medical services systems.)
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VOLUNTARY HEALTH AOENCY: Any non-profit, non-.

governmental'agency, governed by lay and/or pro-

fessional individuals, organized on a national,

state, or legal basis, whose primary purpose is

health-related. The term usually designates

agencies supported primarpy by both volun ary

contributj.ons, and chiarges and fees for se vices

provided.

There are also'a large series of word processing

definitions in the following two references: Dartnell's

Glossary of, Word Processing Terms (1977), and IWP Word

Processing Glossary (1978).



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A review of the literature as related to this

study has been diviaed into the following three areas:

1. Word Processing and the Medical and Allied

Health Professions.

2. Word Processing and Business Education.

3. Futuring and Change in Curriculum.

Word ProceAsing.and the Medical 4nd
lied Health Professions

The need for secretaries in general,'and medical
,

secretaries in p&rticular, is forecasted to rise. The

New York Times (1979, p. 9) listd\the following job

prospe#s tlirough the mid-1980's based on unpub1ished-data

from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics:

Secretarial 33.3

Secretaries, Medical 80.3

Secretaries, Legal 50.0

Secretaries, Other 37.3

Stenographers -22.0

Typists 20.0

The growth in the number of jobs expected is

indicated next to the job titles. 'In cases where job

8
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opportunities will drop, the change is shown with a minus

sign.

As senior Republican member of tile Labor and Human

Resources Committee and the Health Subcommittee, Senator

Javits (1979) introduced the Health Care for All Americap_,

Act, a comprehensive national health plan. If such a plan

were to be passed, the projectiop of jobs available to ,

medical secretaries would surpass those alread/Predicted

by the Department of Labor Statistics. According to,

Goldman (1979) jobs in the health fields are expected to

be plentiful. If a national health bill were to be

adopted, "such legislation would open up opportunities
*

even more than the statisticians' wildest dreams" (p.

Employment for medical records technicians and

clerks are expected to grow rapidly according to the Occu-

pational Outlook Quarterly (1978) . This is due to the

claims that have to be processed, thus increasing the need

for more complete medical records. The ultimate goal in

the medical profession is to offer the greatest cost benefit

of documentation and distribution for medical records appli-

cation in terms of a patient's medical, legal and financial

status. "The unique nature of medical documentation requires ."

different wordoprocessing procedures in hospitals than in

other paper-intensive industries" (Datapro Research Cor-
d

poration 1979, p. WP08-040-101).
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The ideal situation'within a hosp4al would be the

pooling of administrative resources to provide centralized

services f9r such fuhctions\es appointment schedulipg,

billing, dictation, communications and medical records.

management. A centralized word processing facility would

increase the utilizatiom and efficieney of the organiza-

tional structure of the hospital. An,alternative to a

centralized word processing center, may be the introduction

pf several smaljer workstation "clusters" placed in dif-
7

ferent aieas within the medical environment.

All aspects of our society have been affected by

advancements in technology. The medical business office

is no exception. Word processing must be given serious

consideration as a tool for streamlining and modernizing,

all office procedures.

In October, 1973, the World Medical Association

recognized the inevitable impact of computers in medicine.

The following resolution, approved in Munich, Germany,

during the twenty-seventh World Medical AsseMbly Confer-
,

ence on Computers and Confidentiality in Medicine is most

iivortant:

. BE IT RESOLVED.tthat the 27th World Medical Assembly

1: draw the attention of the peoples of the world to
the great advances and advantages resulting from
the use of computers and electronic data process-
ing in the field of health, especially in patient
care and epidemiology;



2. request all national medical associations to take
all possible steps in their countries to assure
that medical secrecy, for the sake of the patient,
will be guaranteed to the same degree iri the future
as in the past;

3. request member countries of WMA to reject all
attempts having as a goal legislation authorizing

V any procedures to electronic data processing which
Could endariger or undermine the right of the
patient for medical secrecy;

4 express the strong opinion that medical data banks
should be available only to the medical profession \--
and should not, theregore, be linked to other
central data banks; and

5. request Council to prepare docupents about the
existing possibilittes of safeguarding legally_and
technically the confidential nature of stored
medical. data.

%

,ADOPTED BY THE XXVIIth WORLD MEDICAL ASSEMtLY,
MUNICH, GERMANY, OCTOBER 1973.

RESOLVED:

o.

That the 27th World Medical Assembly having
approved the above Resolution hereby ADOPTS this
Resolution as being the Policy of The World Medical
Association, Inc. on Computers in Medicine. This
Resolution thereby supersedes any other Resolution
on this'subject adopted at the 27th World Medical
Assembly.

APPROVED by the 27th World Medical Assembly,
Munich, Germany, October 1973.

Austin and Carter's (1981) research "revealed few

operational systems" and concluded that "information

systems have not been used extensively as an aid to quality

assurance in hospitals" (p. 53). However, thejiterature

indicates, there is an increasing projected use of mini-

computers in hospitals (LaViolette, July, 1980).

2i
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a 4
Although a very small percentage of the country's'

hospitals have extensive information systems in operation,

Webb (1982) states, "With the tasks involved in logging,

sorting, filing, retrieving, manipulating and communicat-
c,

ing information often representing about 40 percent of the

cost of running a hospital, the need for up-to-date,

computer-based hospital information systems is now.an

established fact of life" (p. 22) . Austin and Carter

(1981) agree that, "The current state-of-the-art in the
4

utilization of information systems to support quality

assurance in hospitals is limited.

Complefte systems should combine patient care,

financial subsystems, and nursing station and ancillar

department terminals. It is ri longer financially fea
A

sible to rcess information manually. Faster and more

reliable access to information'for decision making is

achieved from an online information system. Packaged

software information systems are on the market that are

.completely adaptable to individual hospitals.

It-is presumed, according to Haase (1979), that

all hospitals, whether small or large, cover the same

functions in relion to patient care. Therefore, the

difference, in terms pf word processing, is merely in the

amount of data to be processed. If the hospital is to run

at a peak/of efficiency, then the implementation, develop-

ment,and maintenance of a word processing system must be
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economical for the hospital. Software should be inde-

pendent of equipment manufacturers in order to allow for a

competitive market.

Many software manufacturers have programmed health9'

industry application products. For. example, already on

the market are admission systems, eatkent care systems,

medical abstract systems, accounting systems, and utiliza-

tion review systems. The objective is to totally and
-

4

successfully manage patient records.

The federal governme t has developed public,domain

systems through federal gra ts and contracts for health

care. This free software can handle hospital census

reporting, ambulatory record maintenance, patient appoint-

ment scheduling, ECG analysis, accounts receivable, and

medical information management reporting (LaViolette,

August, 1980). These systems were delieloped, according to

LaViolette (August, 1980), "to fill a gap left by pro-

prietary vendors or to advance the state-of-the-art" (p.

26)t These public domain systems can be modified for

individual needs.

Although packaged software programs are often

superior and can be modified if necessary, Dealy (1982)

states that, "If yOu can't find any suitable.packaged

programs, it may be necessary to hire a programmer to

write custom programs" (p; 39). Before a :system is

designed for a physician's office, a system analysis

2 3
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0
should 'delineate the structure and organiza,tion of the'

physician's office. Hartmann (1980) acknowledges that,

"In daily office work the physician and the staff perform

,

many repetitive ang- edious tasks which can be supported

automated gystems" (p. 170). As the practice grows,

realized Neiburger (.1981), the doctor mast devote an

increasing amount of time to management, particularly

paperwork problems. "At th. s pointf it's time he'con ider

computerizing his office" (Neiburger, 1981, p. 48).

Accurate, up-to-date medical records are vital in

order for the medical care system tO rspond effectively

and to allocate resources appropriately. MacIntyre and

Wadbrook (1979) state that "a medical record system must

store very large amounts of information in-a structured

and easily accessible manner"

word processing system is the efficient collection and

(p. 984). The aim of the

presentation of necessary data in an economically sound

process. The computing and word processing environments

are constantly changing as we move toward the future.

The vo1um4 of paper involved in the management of medical

records is enormous: This area most definitely needs the

focus of automation. Because medical record keeping has

become a very critical application of word processing

tethnology, many hospitals have developed standardized

reporting systems in en effort to reduce medical staff

paperwork while, t the same time, providing high-speed,
A
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, accurate reports.
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The medical record may be the only link.

between the physician and:proper patient care.

Communication of information is the vitai aspect

ihvolved ill' medical Word processing. Ancillary depari-*

ments, all service departments, and business areas must be

notified of all physicians' orders in order to-be made an

integral part of t e,patient s record and, Of course, the

patient's master data'base, including lab results, lab'

orders, phamacy orders, x-ray orders and results, and

nursin9 care plan,by shift, and medication plan by nursing

station.

Medical word processing is also a vital instrument

in the area of research. Ability to access stored data,

makes it easier to igolate persons with a specific diesease

and to study the course of the illness, Itge of the patients,

length of hospital stay, and ultimate conclusion. Thus.,

in addition to ah automated patient ndex, a disease index

can be maintained.

Obviously, it becomes necessary to cross over

departmental lineS. Initially, there may be word proces5-

ing units in the emergency room, reception area, emergency

room nursing area, x-ray department medical records

department, admitting department, and, finally, in the

accounting department for both patients and staff. SOme

departments May be very instrumental in the inputting of

the data base to the system, but are merely the beginning

t\
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of long-line'propewing of informatiOn-(Sixth Annual

International Information Management Exposition and

Conference, 1979, P. 17). Information is later added from

the, inpatient h.ospitl' floor, or from the businees office.

Retrieval of information from the on-line syitem crosses

ovet departments,-whether it ip by unit number or medioal

number, .X-ray'number or other 'self-styled methods'suctras
0

siate.of birth, last name, etc.

If word processing systemis are implemented, proper

training sessions mast be conducted. It is most important

to fully understand the data base involved and the

recovery techniques.

One majot concern of computerizing information was

that of security. Security codes must therefore be issued

for every transaction by each operator, guaranteeingfthat

unauthorized persons have no access to the system either

for input or for retrieval of information. Automated

record systems are less accessible to unauthorized

scrutiny than the manual retrieval of written records.

Zimmerman and Rector (1979) suggest the restriction of the

avaflability of the computerized record keeping to ofily'

those persons with the necessary authorization code.

Confidentia]: medical data must repain just that: con- I"

fidential medical data. Blight (m) recognizes the need

for confidentiality of records and has built passwork

controls into the system. "Trust," according to,Blight

(1981) , "must still be placed in the individuals who have
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the ability to access the recor0s,Cthe same as is given

to those with access to the paper iecords" (p. 44) . It

cannot be overemphasized that security aria confidentiality

'are qf prime importance.

Although there are many visual dj.splay units'
t. a

(VDU) installed in one particular'medical center, printers

are situated in selected locations, Hill (1981, p. 986)

describes five main operational computer systems:

1. The patient administration system (PAS)

2. Laboratory,,systems

3. Nursing orders

4. Information systems

5. Drug prescribing systems. \

Hill states t'hat "many print-outs.are produced regularly

forpthe benefit of departments that cannot justify a VDU

but need administrative information."' Although the user

has free access to information from any of the five

systems, there is a code that controls the use,of the

system, thus ensuring confidentiality. Therefore, no one

can overstep the boundaries of his authorized use of the

computer system.

A more recent a plication of the computer in

hospitals has been revi wing and selecting requested data.

Work patterns and emplo ees tasks must be reoriented and

job descriptions revise . The productivity of employees

should be increased4 wh ch may mean the difference between
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a hospital's economic survival or demise. However,

Grobmyer (1977) states that instituting word processing

in his hospital has proven to be economical in both short-

and long-term goals. By or4anizing and processing written

.,communication, the word processors have alleviated the

voluminous amoUnt of paperwork required for proper docu-

mentation of patient care and has improved,productivity as

well as accuracy.

Most hospitals are utilizing multiple mini-compuksrs

in a network. Each computer in the network supports a

designated number of terminals, interconnected by data

links, which are duplicated in case of computer breakdown.

Many hospitals, according to Dordnfe'St (1980) arrange

-shared services whereby data is processed by large computers

located off the hospital site. "Communications between a

hospital and a computer serv,ice bureau may be via mail,

courier or remots electronic terminals. The terminals mSy

be set up for batch or on-line, real-time file updating"

(p. 71) . Dorenfest (1980) predicts that, "While computer

. sharing continues to be a viable alternative, as the cost

of computing power declines and software packages available

for in-house computing improve, fewer hospitals will

utilize shared computer hardware" (p. 78).

Dorenfest (1980) divides hospital computer users

into three primary approaches:
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1. In-House only: This group included those
'that use "in-hospital" computers for almost all
or all of their financial and other computer
applications.

2. Shared only: This grouP included hospital
users thAt purchased all of their computer services
from an outside service bu'reau.

3. Shared for finance and in-house for other:
This group included the computer users that utilize
outside service bureaus for their financial appli-
cations and "in-hospital", computers for one or
more other applications, such as data collection,
laboratory, pharmacy, etc. (p.73)

The percentage of budget appropriated for computer

operations seems to depend on hospital size in addition to

the number and type of applications that are to be com-

puterized. In his doctoral research, Lindskog (1977) bamed

hospital size on the total available patient beds. His

specific criteria were:

1. Large Hospital--600 beds or more.-

2. Medium kospital--200-600 beds.

3. Small Hospital--200 beds (p..144).'

lot%

Since no official criteria for establishing groupings of

bed size has been designated by the American Hospital

Association 'Lindskog (1977) selected three representative

hospitals in the Chicago Metropolitan drea to meet these

specifications.

Webb (1982) outlines the advantages of information

networking with a single data entry:
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. . . when a drug is ordered online from the
pharmacy, in addition to the physical task of
ordering the drug, tte system also typically
updates the patient's pharmacy-drug profile, .
initiates the charge for the item, creates the
medication schedule for the nursing unit, up-
dates the picking list and decrements the
pharmacy inventory--all as a by-product of the
one oraer entry:" (p. 25)

The ultimate objective of installing a data dependent

information network system is to deliver better patient

care (Austin and parter, 1981; Webb, 1982). Prescriptions

can also be printed bY the computer, thus avoiding the

possibility of theft of prescription pads. Hutchins (1982)

claims that a comParatively low cost microcomputer would

'allow a hospital pharmacist to create his own individual

program for business or clinical applications. Hutchins

states, "By simple manipulation of the data already entered

into the computer for labeling purposds, we are able to

tabulate antibiotic usage by individual nursing floors and

on a hospiXalrvide basis. These figures'have become the

basis for ouPinput into the antibiotic usage and review

function of the hospital's medical staff" (p. 33). The

installation of a miklicomputer has "revitalized" the

pharmacy department and "has had a tremendous impact on

/the entire hospital in staffing and patient care, tnd it

' has paid for itself many times over" (Hutchins, 1982, p. 34).

Computers are also being utilized for identifying

patients with potential adverse drug reactions. And, of

course, computer applications greatly assist nurses and

t=

36'
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physicians in patient care delivery and administription.

V.eazie reports the many advantages of a computer-based

systern in the food and nutrition service area of a hospital.
0

Veazie (1980) indicates a,heightened interest by physicians

in computer applidations for their private office practices.

In addition, to simplify administrative and clinical manage-
,

ment problems, the minicomputer can AAso be utilized as a

diagnostic tool. 'Because of the major impetus for cost

Containment, "the health care field's major emphasis

regarding computer-based information systems was to insti-

tute Sound management of 6-le design, selection, implementa-

tion, and operation of the systems" (Veazie, 1980, p. 99).

Thies (1975) recommends consideration of the

"human and organizational dimensions of systems develop-

ment, rather than the purely technological or computer-

related factors which commonly dominate traditional data

processing applications" (p. 18). Thies (1975) suggests

evaluation for coMputer services in terms of (1) cost

containment, (2) manpower requirements, (3) system

utilization, (4) availability of computer services (5)

user acceptance, and (6) generalizability (p. 19).

When utilized in the,admissions office, the

process of readmission of a patient is simplified. At

the Sixth Annual International Management Exposition and'

Conference (1979), it was emphasized that "a Significant

amount of the data necessSry is already there in the
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computer and does not have to be keyed in for this visit,

duplicating the effort of a month or a year ago, And it

benefits the medical records department in that the

admission or discharge is automatically updated on the

data base" (p. 53). Coded diagnoses and procedures may

.also be stored on the data base.

Health care simulations through the use of com-

puters can be divided into three levels of a hierarchy:

the health care (1) of a population; (2) within an insti-

tution and (3) of an individual patient'(Wilson, 19§0, pp.

73-74). Simulations can be used for planning new facili-

ties, introducing new methods of organization or improving

existing services, diagnosis of illness, streamlining

appointment schedules and allocation of budget.

If a national health care plan is finalized and

effective, it is logical to assume that most physicians

ultimately automate as a result of paperwork overload.

Rapid accessibility of each patient's record is of prime

importance. According to Merrill (1981), "the conversion

to automated records filing leads to cost effectiveness

through increased productivity while maintaining high-

quality standards" (p. 133)., Word processing systems were

utilized in one hospital in the handling of 10,000 docu-

ments per month. This system is coordinated with a dicta-

tion processing and scheduling station. Florida's Slue

CrosS and Blue Shield (1978) headquarters redace(their
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budget by 31 percent by opening a word processing center

that encompassed a,computerized central dictating system

in combination with computer-based electronic text editors.

One hospital based, the selection of a microcomputer

central dictation system on the service and peiTormance

available. Efficiency was a critical component. The

system was an extremely helpful factor in managing the

amount,of dictation and supporting the medical staff with

fastsand accurate turnaround service, in addition to eas-

ing the workflow among transcriptionists, according to a

director of'medical records in a 700-bed hospital (Dicta-

tion System Meets Medical Workload at a Busy Georgia

Hospital, 1981). In addition to monitoring the progress

from the moment a physician begins dictating until the

medical record is completed, the system also stores a

history of medidal-records dictation.

Datapro Research Corporation (1981) reports that,

"The efficiency with which a central dictation system can

record physician's notes from locations all'

building and make them acbess1616-for rapi tion

is the primary-justification for hozpital word processing"

(p. WP08-040-10l). Other advantages of the util,ization of

a word processing system are greater flexibility, wider

applicability and the higher quality of the edited reports.

According. to Ashworth (1979) the first effort in

undertaking the application of the computer was the
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development of a coding system .for diagnosis thereby

'providing uniformity'in.terminology. Satisfaction with a

word processing system in a medical Xboratory. is described

by Ashworth (1979):

Introduction of the Text Editor in our
laboratory has produced a major impact upon wilklti
flow and capacity. Report generation has been
significantly facilitated and speeded up; total
man-hours necessary for report preparation have
been decreased by approximately 50%; the meet-
ings of deadlines for report delivery is much
improved. Using the Text Editor, one secretary-
operator canproduce 60-70 reports daily (peak
loads in our laboratory) without undue straink

The requirement of seemiDgly incessant
dictation and transcription has been almost
abolished, and the atmosphere of work under
pressure of volume, time, and deadlines changed
favorably and dramatically almost immediately
when the system was activated. (p. 261)

, Ashworth concludes that:

The system produces concise.but complete
descriptions that are typed with precision,
grammatically correct with proper pUnctuations
and corredtly spelled-words, alod their content
is lucid and readable because of their pre-
meditated and edited composition.

Limitations naturally arise in a paper-based

system within a hospital as the volume of a ointments and

multiple tests increase. By computerization of central

scheduling, the effect of one department's booking pattern

on another becomes evident. "Many patients come for both

lab work and ECG and therefore the ability to accept

appointments should be about equal in the two departments
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so that the patient will be finished as quickly as possible

and need make only one trip to-the hospital" (Duffy, 1976,

p. 34). Duffy strongly advises the automation of the

hospital's index system before computerizing topeir appoint-
\

ment scheduling or admission procedures.

Since Medicare is common to all hospitals,

centralization has allowed for the inclusion of a separate

section specializing in the handling of Medicare forms.

Accoding to Fournet and Shoemaker (1980), "The success

of electronic processing has been demonstrated both in

reducing the time required to liquidate a Medicare Account

and in reducing the clerical efforts associated with

processing, hqndling and accounting" (p. 89). The sophis-

tication of information systems must be assimilated'into

-health care systems, or hospital management "could find

they can't respond to government regulations or competi-

tion from other hospitals" (LaViolette, June, 1980, p. 24).

The centralization of a computerized billing arld

accounts receivable management system has allowed for the

. recruitment, training, and retention of skilled personnel

and experience4 supervisors. One hospital has substan-

tially reduced their business office costs by introducing

a data collection/communications system that "eliminates

the inefficiencies, delays ylrld lost charges associated with

non-automated methods-.NInformation is entered once at its

source and is available spontaneously wherever needed
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within a hospital" (Fournet and Shoemaker, 1980, p. 88).

More efficient use of manhours and increased cash flow is

attained when electronic submission of claims is estab-

lished. Also, aGcording to Elliott and tucker (1979)

better public relations are achieved from more timely

claims filing and payment.

Although the initial computer costs Save been

decreasing, the software expenditures have risen. There-

fore, prior to decision making, systems analysis must be

condu6ted, and user specifications and systems design

activities must be assessed for either selection of

package systems or internally developed computer systems.

, The first step towards decision Making°should be the

creation of a master plan for a hospital information

system. The interfacing of word processing-phototype-

setting eliminates the need far rekeyboarding, the most

expensive and error-producing operation in the typesetting

process. Acauracy is a major consideration in he health-

care field, where small errors in any documen aan become

the difference between life and death.

Each administrator must be fully aware of the.

total organizational system in which each computer works.
P-

InforMation-proceSsing within a hospital setting are

interdependent and inseparable elements. The very coil-

plexity of a hospital feeds on information processing,

Bennett (1979) recommends "ongoing, formalized training
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programs for user managers covering such'areas as the

role of computerized information processing within the

organization, the logic of the programs included in the

hospital's information systems, ways in which,these systems

can be used most effectively, and tools and techniques

that can help sharpen the skills of systems users in trans-

lating data into useful,information" (p. 51).

It is most vital to realize the importance of the

medical record and itS imnediate availability for proper

.patient care.

Word Processing and Business Education

In the office-of the eighties, word processing is

the fastest growing segment of the office equipment

industry. Word processing systems are more than a more-

productive'approach to secretarial work--more than a way

of upgrading secretarial operations.

According to Kleinschrod (1979) three events are

responsible for the growth of word processing systees:
fl

1. Management studies the overhead costs of its

office operations.

2. The automatic text-editing typewriter was

introduced.

3. An idea was developed for a new approach to

working; it mobilized the powers of text-editing

equipment$and typew /4( iters against the problem of
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wasteful office overhead. The higher cost was

justified by the scale on whtch the system was

implemented. (p. 8)

Word processing has become the catalyst for fusing

together former isolated office functions. This has

resulted in an integrated network for.the transference of

information from "place to place, device to device, user

to user" (Kleinschrod, 1979).

By interacting and linking up with any screen-

equipped computer tprminal, information that is keyboarded

on a unit in one city can be sent over a telephone hoOkup

to a compatible terminal in another city anywhere in the

country,,or world, for printout.

The business educator and the business education

student must be constantly aware of how changing technolo-

gies affect workers and their environment. Students and

faculty-must be cognizant of new career opporiunitre-s with

the emergence of word processing office systems.° Business

educators must accept the new technology as a viable part

of the world of work and the business curriculum. They

must, according to Turner (1981), "have positive attitudes

and a willingness to accept the change since the attitude

of the teacher influenc or determine student achieve-

ment" (p. 24).

Curley (1980) states that "Word processing is

having an impact upon offices which educators cannot
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students aware of the new careers that are now emetging.
4

Curley (1980) recommends the.encouragement of students to
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enroll in computer classes in preparation for the merging

of data processing and word processing. -"Business 'and

office educatorp should-examine carefully their thinking

regarding the inclusion of word'processing principles and:

concepts in the curriculum," states Moody (1980, p. 214).

The following are two of the suggestions for busi-

ness educators that simcbe (1980) sUggests in preparation'

for emerging technological advances:

1. Curriculums should be based on a common core
of required basic skills including grammar,
punctuation, spelling, proofreading, decision
making, interpepsonal relations, and keyboard
input.

2. Word processing programs must be integrally
linked to such programs as data processing
and the various disciplines involved, includ-
ing but-not limited to supeNokry skills,
time management, decision-making theory, and
office design and systems administration.
(p. 12)

It is imperative Haff (1982) realizes, that busi-

ness,ducators "prepare students not just for word process-

ing or data processing as separate entities, but as

subsystems of a more comprehensive information processing

system utilized as a support function of a business or

industry" (p. 19). In brder for business education to

survive the new technological environment, Stocker (1981)

states that "new methods and new courses will need to b
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incorporated,into the curriculumi These new methods and

new courses must involve the use of computers!' (ID'. 25).

Zahn (1981) raises the possibility of the computer

replacing therewriter as "the most used and essential

machine in business" (p. 26). The'curriculum must be'

relevant "to reflect the rapidly changing computer tech-

nology and its corresponding impact on society" ,(p. 26).

According to Zahn, the curriculum should have two goals:

"(1) computer literacy, and (2) career prepa,gation tn-

information/data/word/computer processing" (p. 26).

Business educators must make students aware of the

challenges to come in the word procesSing field. Spring

(1979) states the importance of developing transcription,

proofreading, editing skills in addition to establishing

word priorities. Spring suggests the following topics for

an introductory course in word processing:

1. Theory and development of word processing systems

2. Word processing perSonnel

3. Human aspects'of word processing

4. Development-of word processing skills and

simulations

5. Word processing and the coMputer

6. The office of the Euture,(p. 257)

Scriven (1981) concludes that "schools must do

more to develop the basic skills of students,as well as to

provide a background of understanding about information,

4 0
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total syste s,,and bett r ways of achieving goals" (p.

322). A weakness in the use of English must be corrected.

Scriven (1981) concfudes that schools should be responsible

for teaching the followin major competencies: "grammar

and transcription skills (spelling; punctuation, capitali-
\

zation, sentence structure vocabulary, proofreading);

typing with speed and accurcy; listening and following

directions; operating dictation equipment" (p. 329).

As a result of her r search, Rohrer (1978)

recommends that business educ tors continue to "emphasize

correct usage of English" (p. 13).

Boyce (1980) agrees tha "An essential require-

ment for success in word proces ing is strong language

arts skills" (p. 13). In additi n to punctuation,

grammar, spelling, and vocabulary development, Boyce

emphasizes the necessity of master ng proofreading skills.

Turner 1981) agrees that the lang age arts skills are

vital to transcription whether the ranscribing is from

stenography notes or from recorded d ctation.

Most researchers agree that rammar, spelling,

and proofreading skills are lacking i word processing

operators. Wilkins (1981) states that a machine trans-

cription course is the 'ideal location or honing *of

these skills. According to Wilkins (1981), "The demand

for word processing operators with tranScription skills

will likely parallel the growth of word processing;
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therefore, business education students must-Ud-given

machine transcription skills that go far beyond the

acquaintanceship level" (p. 37).

Dictation training is essential for future career

paths if the task of document origination through the

dictation process is to be mastered. The importance of

teaching proper dictation skills is continuously empha-

siZed in the literature (Hennington, 1981; Mayer; 1982;

and Turner, 1981). In order to fully unaerstand word

processing concepts and word processing organization and

procedures, Wilkins (1979) suggests' a sImUlation experi--

ence for word processing or machine transcription classes.

Reiff (1974) emphasizes that when transcribing material,

"unless the end product contains proper spelling, grammar,

and punctuation, it is not usable" (p. 179). Proofreading,

Reiff (1974) adds, is also an integral part of transcrip-

tion.

The curriculum in medical secretarial science,

according to Gallagher (1978) should include the following

four courses:

1. Medical Terminology--includes the deriva-
tion, definition, pronunciation, and spelling of
medical terms. Medical specialities, allied
health services, confidentiality and profes-
sionalism should also be stressed.

2. Medical Typing--includes the development
of skill and speed in medical typing style with a
major emphasis on insurance forms: The main-
tenance of financial records and computers should
also be emphasized.
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3. Medical OffiCe Procedures I--includes the
increasing of medical vocabulary while creating
proficiency in machine transcription.

4. Medical Office Procedures II--continues
the emphasis on skill building in machine trans-
cription of medical material and the production
of mailable copy utilizing medical terminology.

Medical terminology, according to.Sormunen (1980)

is the "building block of a medical secretary program."

Typewriting, proofreading, grammar, punctuation, composi-
%

tion, and 'knowledge of insurance forms are all part of

the curriculum. However, it is essential that the language

of medicine, roots, suffixes, and prefixes be taught at

the beginning of training. The language utilized 'in

laboratory tests and most frequently prescribed drugs musi

also be taught.

In addition to knowledge of medical terminology,

anatomy, pathology'and pharmacology, the medical trans-

criptionist must possess speed, accuracy and proofreading

skills (Clark, 1981) . All business educators must teach

the extremely vital skill of proofreading. This includes,..

according to Howard (1981), "not only finding typographical

and spelling errors, but editing as well" (p. 11). Edit-

ing requires "proficiency in coirect word usage, sentence

structure, grammar, punctuation, capitalization, word

division, conciseness, and the.application of all composi-

tion rules that would transform the original idea into a

complete, concise statement (Howard, 1981, p. 11).
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Meroney (1979), as a word processing supervisor,

identifies seven areas as key factors for an entry-level

word processing operator: (I) typing skills; (2) trans-

cription of dictation; (3) proofreading; (4) grammatical

skills; (5) use of reaource materials;.(6)mathematics;

and (7) concepts and theory of word processing. Of major

emphasis when emphasizing accuracy in the word processing

environment, is the ability to realize when a keyboarding

errdr has been made in order to ensure the easy correction

of such an error. Proofreading skills is a major part of

machine transcription capabilities. Meroney also suggests

the need for the employee to have the ability to interpret

the written word.

Johnson (1979) and Rohrer (1978) advocate the

consideration of exclusion of shorthand from word process-

ing curricula. Rohrer. states, "This will give the student

who cannot master a shorthand system based on phonetic

nonalphabetic symbols but who can type accurately and

trapscribe from magnetic media an opportunity to develop

a marketable skill as a wp operator. Secr$tarial cur-

ricula should include this option" (Rohrer, 1978, p. 109).

Rohrer (1978) also concludes that training programs of

most value to word processing operators should include

high standards for correct English usage.

Although the trend of word processing people is

to advocate the eliminate of shorthand education, this
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would .also ,fleliminate important langdage skills tbaE-are

desperately needed in transcription tasks"that are a

major part of word procesing" (Darst, 1979, p. 178).

Acquiring the knowledge of stenography is another fftp18-y-

able asset for the job applicant. Substituting machine

transcription forshorthand, according to Darst (1979) is

not a "feasible alternative for thosewho do not do well

in shorthand. They will still have many of the same dif-

ficulties with machine dictation" (p. 179). .Stocker (1981)

agrees with this philosophy by stating, "Students who do

wish to become adm4istrative support'people and who do

not wish to take shorthand should be required to develop

the same transcription competencies as those developed by

shorthand students" (p. 27).

The secretarial science student should have the

option of enrolling in stenography courses (Gallaghete

1978) "in order to increase career potentialities in his

or her future working life" (Reiff, 1974, p. 183).

Stenography, Scriven (1981) states, may be an ad,,antage

for entry-level employees in administrative support

secretarial positions. Although many employers no longer

require the knowledge of shorthand for employment, Condon

(1982) states, "We should aim to prepare students so well

for their careers that they not only get jobs and succeed

at them but are able to advance as well. That is where

shorthand comes in" (p. 14). "There is no reason," Condon
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(1982) continues, "why shoEthand cannot be included as

part of a word processing system" (p. 14). Condon (1982)

emphasjaap that, "The applicability of the'shorthand

skill U) a professional career is limited only by the

astuteness of the person using it" (p. 30).

Steinbrecher (1980) cites the Cypress College

word processing curricula which is divided into fiv&

levels of skills. The first level includes the capabili-

ties of nondisplay machines; the second level builds on

this skiil but adds "external memory and more difficult

editing features; the third level expands to external

media transfer, media conversion techniques, information

transfer, intermediate editing features, and records

handling applications on CRT displali-based equipment" (p.

12). The fourth level introduces data bases and the

fifth and last level includes telecommunications for

interfacing word and data processing.

Field experience should be continued in order to

introduce students to the environment of a word process-

ing atmosphere in'the world of work. Anderson and Brady

(1978) state, "Industry finds it neither economical nor

expedient to spend time, effort, and money to train the

employees it so definitely needs. Educational institu-

tions should make every attempt to provide the necessary

training" (p. 123). Anderson and Brady (1978) also

suggest the importance of the need for thinking logically
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A 'N
in Ade; to deal appropriately, and efficiently with demand-

ing assignments.necessitated by more sophisticated equipment.

In January of 1981, Wohl stated "The universities

are not yet turning out information processing panagers

with skills in data processing; communications and office

administration. Industry has not yet had the opportunities

to produce many people with all these sk.11s. It is

important to realize that cooperative e forts are required
-

now, and will continue to be required into the indefinite

future" (p. 94).

Ringle (1981) discusses the difficulties of

interviWwing potential word processing operators.

addition to the typewriting skills of the applicant, a

manager must,Xnow:

1.- Can the individual relate to the machine
logically?

2. Can he or she follow instructions given
by the machine?

3. How does he or she relate to the scrolling
effect on the screen?

4.. How does he or she react when the machine
errs?

5. Can he or she relate comfortably to a
keyboard-screen arrangement?

6. Is this an innovative individual who will
learn to apply the machine to a high degree of its
capabilities?

7., What Rtind of proofreading does the applicant
have?

8. What kind of spelling and grammar skills
does the a'pplicant have? (p. 20)

4 7
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Ringle (1981) has devised a technique of inter-

viewing ,a potential employee by presenting instructions

and questions on'the word processor in order to identify

if the applicant can.follow instructions independently.

The program was desighed to include four areas: "inter-

view questions, a Standard application, a typing test, and

problem-solving situations."

Mitchell (1979) points out the need for more

knowledge of business'and'economic problems in addition

to the complexities of managerial techniques and concepts.

As careerpaths are being established for word processing

operators, supervisory and managerial skills will be

required. The executor, manager and secretary will be

the users of advanced technology. Howard (1981) -states,

"the demand for qualified workers increases as technology

advances" (p. 11).

Because of changing roles in the office, and with

the advent of microcomputers, Peterson (1981) predicts

that information.will now be accessible to the okfice

manager directly from the computer. Therefore, managers

must also be taught the operation of the equipment and

the necessary procedures of basic office skills. A

computer literacy course should be offered to all

business education students as a foundation course..

Peterson outlines the following three levels of literacy

that should be integrated into a computer literacy course:
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awareness, basic skill, and fluency.

Awareness: The ability to function comfortably
in a computer-oriented society is,the first level
that must be developed. This leVel includes
understanding the history of the coMputer,-job4°
opportunities in the computer industry,' and the
role of computers in the future.

.

Batic Skill: The next level Of aperacy involves
hands-on experience. The student must develop an
ability to control and program a computer in
order to achieve a variety of personal, academic,,
or professional aims. This is usually a non-
vocational presentation in that it teaches aware-
ness but emphasizes instruction in simple program-
ming techniques and other aspects of computet
operation.

Fluency: Finally, at the fluency level of
literacy, the awareness and programming aspects
are extended so that students are able to use a
computer creatively and effectively. Ta be fluent,
students must develop their "semantic" or problem-
solving ability using a computer, in addition to
learning the vocabulary and syntax of programming
language. Students are taught techniques of
software design in preparation for careers involv-
ing work with computers. (p. 13)

Turner (1981) states that "In addition to basic

skills, personnel managers are demanding employees who

can assume responsibility, think, work both independently

and with people, listen, follow directions, pay attention

to detail and show initiative" (p. 24). Business edu-

cators should present techniques of presenting and stand-

ing behind one's ideas. Assertiveness training should be

introduced, or, as Dittman (1981) states, "it can also be

termed 'human relations skills,' or 'leadership styles'r

(p. 5) . Dittman (1981) states that "many business people

feel that women are deficient in decision-making skills.
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If this is true, then decision-making skills must be

taught in the classroom.

The development of management skills is essential
.6

in order to fully utilize the newest technological systems.

Wagoner (1978) states that many of her students are

planning to utilize their word processing-experiences "as

a stepping stone to supervisory responsibilities, or

possibly into a career with word processing system manu-

facturers" (p. 16). In the introductory course, according

to Wagoner, "students aie first introduced to the concepts

and impact of word processing and then provided with

'hands-on' experience and a review of equipment, manu-

facturers, and differences between systems" (p. 15). The

introductory course should be designed to:

1. Inform students about what' word process-
ing is, the needs it is best equipped to meet,
and the reasons why offices are adopting it.

2. Review the impact of word processing on
working conditions and office environment.

3. Acquaint students with the operation of
word processing typewriters.and computer terminals
and to develop an understanding of the potential
and the limitations of such equipment.

4. Explore the changes in work flow, office
organization, and job responsibility resulting
from the effective use of word processing.

5. Provide a forum for studentsto express
their concerns, special interests, and questions

% about word processing and their future in the
context of word processing technology.
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Dorty, Dalton and Wheeler (1981) recognize that

training of students for word'processing management posi-

tions has been lacking. They state that "schools have a

responsibility to provide a foundation of competencies

that can facilitate initial job performance and profes-

sional growth by word processing managers. Community

colleges and universities are in a unique position to

service,these people through regular courses and continu-

ing education/adult education activities" (p. 3).

Because the word processing manager is the key

factor in a word-processing oriented organization, Dorty,

Dalton and Wheeler (1981) state, "Business teachers will

be remiss in their responsibilities if theydo not begin

to address the specific needs of these people" (p. 7).

They continue:

Two of the responsibilities of business
education areto prepare students for initial
jobs and to prepare them for career Mobility.
Materials used in training students for word
processing careers must be evaluated to deter-
mine that they provide the foundation for word
processors to grow into management roles. Not
to do so would negate the positive picture of
emerging career paths by word processing pro-
ponents. (p. 9)

As a result of his research, Johnson (1979) recom-

mended emphasis in English grammar composition, punctua-

tion and spelling. Typewriting classes should emphasize

speed building and accutacy development in typing both

routine straight copy as well as statistical material,

and proofreading and mechanical ability skill building.
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Johnson also ecommends transcription experience from

recorded dictat on and from handwritten or typed rough

draft material. The ability to listen to and understand

conversations should also be placed in the word processing

curriculum in addition to communicating.through speech.

Johnson also recommends the refining of mathematical,

reading and filing skills. Time managemet instruction

should bd available as well as cost analysis. Johnson

also advocates the development ofhuman relations skills-

in addition to the development of a Joasic business back-

ground with courses in accounting, business law and

economics.

In addition to the primarily measurable skills of

typewriting and stenography, Batchelder'(1978) refines

the need for teaching the skill of communicating into the
r4e.

subdivisions of "writing, conversing, leading a small

group, coaching and counseling or being understood by

another person" (p. 16). Dealing with conflict is also,/

a vital part of the art of communicating. Another area

in need of curricula planning, according to Batchelder,

is that of planning, organizing and managing,time, and

problem solving. "The work has to be managed; the time

has to be planned" (Batchelder, 1978, p. 17).

/

Usually, according to Cumpston (1974), the .

ineJn
s ior secretary is promoted to the role of manager when

word processing center is established. However, Compston
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(1974) cautions, "Never assume that a good secretary

necessarily a good center manager makes. It isn't so"

(p. 58). Managing effectively means the development of

managerial skills which must include decision making and

ability to set priorities in addition to the mastery of

supervisory techniques. A manager must be people

oriented in order to avoid the dehumanization of the

'staff.

Futuring and Change in Curriculum

Is the community college accountable as a public

institution to train students for the ."real world"?

Without the necessary training, present programs may

prove to be a waste of time and money for all concerned.

Students may easily become frustrated and hostile. There

s always a decline in need in some areas of curriculum

and expansion of others. This is appropriate, and the
0-

community college must respond to changes in the needs of

sOciety.

The potential impact of futuring of the secre-

tarial science curriculum will be considerable. iffective

implementation will have long-term effects'. The community

college must be responsible for adequately serving the

population and once again dgmonstrating its commitment to

its students.

0

A
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In order for this study to have a positive-effect

on future curriculum, the findings must be understood and

accepted by those who must eVentually initiate chan9e..

Many decisions made tOday will have long-term consequences

in 'the business education discipline. One must identify

the spheres within which planning and Change must take
.

place in order to increase the ability of the business

education graduate to cope with his.livelihood ,

within realizable goals.

Present curricula may need to be modified and

possibly new ones inStituted. According to:Mood (1973),

"A dedicated group of persons determined to bring about a
A

change is the first and most essential requirement for

change" (p. 107).

espite any hesitations on the part of educafors,

the futur will force us to contend with a mew techno-

logical soc ety. One cannot teach in a myopic fashion;

---
one must anticipath and plan for the futdre in order to

clarify opportunities that may otherwise be ignored and

therefore lost:

Barnett (d953) agrees that "the c%imary desfre is

not to alter existing conditions" (p. 152). Barnett alsc .

states that, "change for the sake'of change is a relatively

infrequent motivation fgr innovation" (p. 152). Once an

innovation is introduced, people are confronted with the

issue of acceptance or nonacceptable. They may become

"ye.
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acceptors of change but not, necessarily, enthusiasts.

This passive acceptance is more constructive than vacilla-

tion. The majority of forces contributing to stability

in personality or in sockal system are generally per-
,

ceived as resisting change, according to Watson (1969).

It becomes apparent that this resistance mmst be reduced

or removed as obstructions f change is to be aCcompliShed.

_Once the opponents of change begin to view the proposed

innovations as good and needed, then the resista ce will

be transformed or neutralized and anxiety lessen d.

People tend to seek security in the past rather

than viewing change as constructive. Innoation must not

be viewed as a threat to vested interests, where y resist-

ance to change becomes apparent immediately. If new

equipment is bought but not actually utilized, t en change,

has been accepted only on a lower level--rather han

throughout the organization. If upper echelons f adminis-

tration are not involved in planning for change then

resistance may be concentrated, according to Hav lock

(1971), in the early stages of change, where a f rceful

minority may intercede and prevent action by acts of

resistance. Are we then to believe that the po sibility

of any change taking place at all depends on th social

structure and the interpersonal relationships e isting

within the adopter group, and the success of gr up

interaction?

55
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An essential question to be asked by business

educators is, "Does my education program occupationally

prepare my secretarial students for today's office and

that of tomorrow?" (Mitchell, 1979, p. 353). Mitchell

(1979) emphasizes that "educators must analyze not only

(1) how to prepare today's student for entry into the

office system, but also (2) how to prepare a worker for

adaption to constant change" (p. 355). One of the many

forms of planning purposes, as expressed by Blum (1974),

is the "willingness to plan for coping with, or adapting

to, what is to come, versus planning to make the future

come out as desired" (p. 49).

It is important to organize for better decision

making in order to attain a more productive future.

Although outside forces often influence decision making,

the health profession should be able to wrticulate its

plans for the future. Although Veazie (1980) admits that

few advances were made in the development and use of

computer-based information systems in hospitals during

the past decade, he does state ". . . a quick assessment

of the current situation and of the trends that indicate

future developments do show exponential growth in the

computer's role in the health care field. . " (p. 97).

Computer-based systems will virtually become,a necessity

in linking clinical, financial, and other management

information.



Stanford (198.2) predicts that in the near future,

doctors, nurses, respiratory therapists, dieticians and

other healthprofessionals will all be using computers.

Ready reference manual and data organizers are already

available in prepackaged software which facilitates and

improves patient care.

The trends for the future in the information

processing capacity of the medical profession indicate

complete automation n medicine and its implications for

strict confidential y Perhaps the use of word process-

ing equipment in th medical profession is merely a means

to a more highly-

trend seems to i

will eventually

histicated form of technology. The

that all medical record keeping

part of a computer system. It may

47

be possible that the word processing application will b

entirely eliminated.

While word processing ser.ves an important func-

tion in the office of the future, it is only one small

part of the total picture. Wohl (1981) states, "Intriguing

technology developments and the decreasing cost of using

computer and computer-related technologies makes the

automation of the office mor?e practical" (p. 94).

Cumpston (June, 1979) states that, "The rate at which

certain data processing functions will be handled by the,

word processing operation is' contingent on having equip-

ment in the organization that can perform the assigned
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tasks" (p. 87). According to one manufacturer, "office

workers must be able to analyze, store, and communicate

not only computer-readable words and data, but graphic,

audio, and video information as well" (Word Processing:

Datapoint Leapfrogs Into the Office, 1979).

As the costs of minicomputers continue to

plummet, familiar office routines are becoming obsolete.

In its place we now have an information-based electronic

society. The "wave of the future," according to Falk

(1981) is known as "networking," the "linking Of small*

computers and terminals"°(p. 78) . Telephones and TV

cables can link computers for combined efforts. Although

all computer users share central resources, each has his

own machine. Word processing software enables more tech-

nologically advanced computers to manipulate text, produce

corrected letters and documents, and integrate individually

constructed software for customized programming.

0

Toffler coined the word, "word quake" to describe

the combination of rising costs and stagnating produc-

tivity juxtaposed *lth computer advances. The word process,

he continues, is "the main symbol of this upheaval" (p.

187), as it can "capture an original, correct it, duplicate
\

it, send it, and file it in what amoufs virtually to a
S'

single process" (p. 189). This new equipment, according

to Toffler, "promises to restructure all the human,501a-

tionships and roles in the office" (p. 191).. Toffler

predicts that even typing may become.an obsolete skill

56
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with the advent of speecgtrecognition technology.

According to one top management personnel, ."word

processing, is the last dying gasp of the typewriter--

it's only a method of automating an old-fashioned way of

communication" (Word PrOcesSing: Datapoint Leapfrogs

Into the Office, 1979, p. 96).

The newest word processing equipment has a touch-

sensitive screen which dra tically reduces the amount of

typing needed to generate 'splays on the screen-or

storage of information.

Hayes (1981) predicts that "People who instinc-

tively resist the idea of working around word proceisors,

computer terminals and other paraphernalia of what has

come to be known as the office of the future may be

sharply narrowing their job opportunities" (p. 29).

Career paths are opening for aspiring clerical workers

and managers who can manipulate computer-based informa-

tion systems. Computer literacy skills may be mandatory

for economic survival.

Competition in the computer area will force the

price down. Japan is now entering the emerging market

for personal and very small business computers (Falk,

1981; Wiegner, 1981). According to Wiegner (1981)

. . . the Japanese hope their skills in building and

marketing highly reliable, low-cost consumer electronics

will come in handy" (p. 125). Software is actually the



critical problem. Good software (many times custom

programmed) is the key ingre'dient to a successful computer

operation. Tn an attempt to guard against future declines

in the automobile industry, Volkswagon, through a series

of business manipulations, has entered the office auto-

mation market-and hopes to build a leadership position,in

the electronic office of*the future (VW's Latest Model:

The Office of the Future, 1980). The U.S. Postal Service

has initiated E-COM, Electronic Computer Originated Mail

(Burns, 1981; Miles, 1982; Shef, 1982) . Computers and

high-speed printers will accept electronic messages, sent

via a communications common carrier, and convert them to

"hard copy" letters, and place them in distinctive blue

and white E-COM envelopes. Delivery is promised within

two business days.

According to Rosen and Fieldon (1977, p. ix),

"One of.education's prime responsibilities is to bring

relevancy into learning programs. Educational institu-

tions must constantly evaluate the development in the

business world so_that they can prepare students with

the necessary skills and knowledge to understand and

work in new and complex surroundings."

Mason (1979) states that "the office of the future

cannot escape technological change" (p. 154). These

developments that have already taken place certainly

indicate the necessity for broadening the educational
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options for the secretarial science student. As we are

approaching the end of the twentieth century, students

must be prepared by their education to change continually

in order to meet the challenges of the future.

There is a need for guidance in determining the

future directions of the demand and supply for manpower

within the offices of the medical professions. One can

anticipate future projections by observing the path the

present offices are now studying and by being guided by-

these trends. This can hopefully provide direction to

future policy making and curriculum development. Perhaps

4 the restructuring of curriculum can help fill the void

within the ranks,of the medical. secretarysistant..

The importance of the conclusions of this study

was acutely evident in the historic decisions in the

legal actions against the American TelephOne and Tele-

graph Company and the International Business Machines

Corporation. As states:lin the January 9, 1982 issue of

The New York Times, "A. T. & T., however, would be free

to enter such preiliously prohibited fields as data

processing, communications between computers and the sale
4

of telephone and computer terminal equipment, all rapidly

growing and a profitable aspect of the telecommunications

industry" (Holsendolph, p. 1). . A. T. & T. and IBM are

both now free to plunge into competition with each other

in.the-computer and telecommunications industry.
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"The only unchanging parameter in the word

processing market is that it always changes" (Wohl, May,

1979, p. 112). Batchelder (1978) notes that, "The future

does indeed look much different from the past" (p. 11).

It is the obligation of the colleges to make

certain that the proper educational background is being

provided for jobs of the future in this beginning of a

new era in the communications technology revolution.



Sample

CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This study was concerned with the effect of

word processing equipment on the future business educa-

tion medical secretarial curriculum. Has this equipment

changed t e office procedures within the medicalfield?

Should the current medical secretarial curriculum be

modified in order to keep up with changes in word

processing usage?

Physicians practicing within the confines of

New York City and personnel administrators of hospitals

located within the boundaries of New York City were the

prime sources from which to gather information concerning

the usage of word processing equipment.

The hospitals were chosen as medical care

institutions as distinguished from health-related care

institutions. They were further classified according to

control and according to their purpose as general or

special hospitals..

The population was randomly selected from the

following two sources: (1) Medical Directory of New York

53
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State and (2) American' Hospital Asvciation Guide to the

Health Care Field.

Sampling, according to Kerlinger (1973) is

"taking any portion of a population or universe as repre-

sentative of that population or universe" (p. 118). This
%

definition does not guarantee that the sample taken is

representative, but that it is considered to be represen

tative. Random sampling, the method utilized in this

study, is that method of drawing a portion of a population

or universe so that
A
each member of the population or

universe has an equal chance of.heing selected (Kerlinger,

1973, p. 118).

The population, according to Cochran (1963), is

used to denote the aggregate from which the sample is

chosen. Cochran prefers the terminology, unrestricted

random sampling. This method of sampling is an unbiased

procedure, since no member of the population has,a greater

chance of,being selected than any other member.-

The inthod of probability, sampling was chosen in

order to obtain information about a larger population by

surveying only'a portion of thLt population. According

to Dunham and Smith (1979) probability sampling iS,yie

only method that accurately estimates whether the data

from a given sample will represent theinformation that

could be obtained through a canvass of the entire popu-

lation. "The classic form of the probability method
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is simple random sampling" (Dunham and Smith, p. 67).

In order to insure that each person considered for

surveying had an equal chance of being included in the

sa le, a computer-generated Table of Random Numbers was

utilized in chooSing the sample (Kerlinger, 1973, pp.

714-717).

In order to determine how many clusters were to

be included in a representative sample of all doctors in

the five boroughs, the Table for Determining Sample Size

from a Given Population was utilized (Dunham and Smith,

P. 68) . Accordingly, 417 questionnaires were mailed to

physicians practicing medicine within the five boroughs

of New York City. 'In addition, questionnaires were mailed

to all 101 hospitals the confines of New York City.

Instrument

The questionnaire method was chosen for data

collection because of the efficiency of such an instrument.

BAsed on a review of literature, it became' apparent that

research conductdd up to this point in-the area of word

processing, has'practically ignored the area of medical

secretarial science. It therefore became necessary to

construct an appropriate and efficient questionnaire as a

means of da.ta collection in order to undertake the iden-

tification of various aspects of word processing in the

medical and allied health professions and to answer the
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research questions outlined in the previous chapter. A

letter (see Appendix )\) was sent to experts in the field

of word processing, business education, and the medical

profession requesting them to participate in the valida-

tion of the questionnaire. Based on the responses

received from this letter, the questiOnnaire and cover

letter were mailed to numerous experts knowledgeable in

the area of word processing (see Acpendix B).

In order to.avoid an overlong ques&onnaire,

which may lower the quality the answers, the pilot

study was undertaken to eXamine the contents of the

questions and to verify the relevancy and appropriateness

of the data to the purposes of the study. The pilot

study was instrumental'in maintaining only essential

data.

As a result of the pilot study, items that were.

producing ambiguous responses or highly skewed distribu-

tion of responses were eliminated. Also, item writing

and construction.were tightened in the final question-

naire draft.

In evaluating the questionnaire deSign, -the

actual placement of questions within the questionnaire
6

were grouped together by related items rather than plac-

ing them randomly. In this way, the respondent can see

the actualsvariation in the content and the purpose of

each grouping of items.
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After all appropriate revisions were incorporated

into the instrument, the restructured questionnaire was

mailed to the identified sample population. A second and

third mailing were undertaken with appropriate cover

letters for each mailing (see Appendices C, D, E, F).

The interview process was also utilized as a

supplemental procedure in obtaining information for future

projections and exploration of intentions, reactions,

interpretations and explanations of various incidents

revolving around the usage:of NWOrd processing. A selected

number of study participants were identified for a struc-

tured interview in order to gather in-depth data on

operating installations.

Procedures

In addition to a manual search of related litera-'

ture, sophisticated computer data based searches were

conducted.

The ERIC data base, produced by the National

Institute of Education, containing citations to the

literature of education and related subject areas, served

as the foundation for a reIiew of the literature, ar did

the pissertation Abstract data base.

Computer an ntrol Abstracts, a subset of the

INSPEC data base, contained citations and abstracts to

the literature of computers and control engineering.
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The INFORM (INFO) data base contained citations

with abstracts from primary management and administrative

journals.

The MEDLARS (MESH) data base,'also known as

MEDLINE, surveyed the-fields of medicifie, dentistry,

nursing, pharmacy, pharmacology, veterinary medicine,

allied health professions, and other health-science

related areas. The National Library of Medicine Medical

Subject Headings was the thesaurus used with Index

Medicus as the corresponding print equivalent of this

data base.

The Health Planning and Administration (HLTH)

data base were utilized for topics concerning health

administration.. This data base contained citations to

literature relating to health care planning, organization,

financing, management, manpower, and related subjects.

The literature was searched from documents taken from the

Medlars data base, Hospital Literature Index, and-addi-

tional,he4Ath journals selected by the American Hospital

Association, the National Library of Medicine, and the

Association of American Medical Colleges:

The MEDOC data base ,(MDOC) were utilized as a

computer index retrieval system for U.S. Government docu-

ments in the health-related disciplines.

The review of fiterature and resultant bibliography

is quite conclusive.

6



Based on recommendations of the pilot st dy

respondents who were experts in the areas of res_arch,

word processing, business education and the health pro-

fessidns, revisions were made and the updated qu stion-

naire was mailed to a sample population who were scien-

tifically seleCted from lists that were gathered from

appropriate sources.

Accordingly, 417 questionnaires were ma led to

physicians practicing medicine within the five oroughs

of New York City. In addition, questionnaires vere

mailed to all 101 hospitals within New York Ciq.

Early checking of the quality of the returns was

initiated-, and a second and subsequently a third mailing

was completed in order to handle nonresponse; that is,

the failure to obtain informati9n from identified units

in the sample. The responses were then coded and

tabulated in a manner in which they were routinely trans-

ferred to mechariical equipment. Decisions about tabulat-

ing procedures wdre established where the respondents

omitted answers to certain questions.

In addition to the mailed questionnaire, a

selected number of study participants were identified in

each of the health constituencies for a structured inter-
,

view with the interviewer.. The organizations that were

selected for this personal interview were a sample from

amongst the groups ,of questionnaire respondents who have

( f30
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word processing equipment installed. The structured

interview was conducted to gather in-depth data on

operating installations.

A complete search of current literature in the

general area of word processing and specifically in the

areas of medical applications has been undertaken. Also,

literature was reviewed in the area of futuring and

After all the data were gathered, the information

was tabulated and evaluations were made relative to

developing conclusions and recommendations corresponding

to the purpose and significance of the study.

The well-planned procedural operations are

illustrated in the managerial flow chart on pages 61-63.
4

Statistical Design

The data were transformed into numerical values

and a valid measurement of 9 was assigned for missing

data and another missing value code of -9 was assigned to

data that the respondent was not expected to answer and,

therefore, was not reported.
7

After all questionnaires were scored utiliziing

the coding.structure, the data were entered on comliuter

coding forms and punched into computer cards for process-

ing, utilizing the computer programs in the Statistical

60
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Figure 1
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Package for the Social Sciences (Nie, Hull, Jenkins,

Steinbrenner and Bent, 1975). The computer tabulated

data were then tested statistically.

The methods of analysis, both statistical and

substantive, were chosen to reduce the survey data to

results that can be comprehended and utilized.

A dichotomy was formed within the statistical

analyses. The data were classified by division into two

mutually exclusive groups; namely, hospitals and physi-

cians. The question that wa's answered by this method

was: Do doctors' needs differ from hospital needs?

The _Frequencies subprogram was run to report the

frequency of opcurrence of each unique value for selected

variables. "The resulting table presents the raw count

of cases for each value, the percentage of cases.based on

the total number of cases without a missing value on that

variable, and cumulative percentages" (Nie et al., 1975,

p. 60) . Frequencies were run for the following variables:

respondents (physicians and hospitals); mailings (physicians

and hospitals); location by borough (physicians and hospitals);

administrative title (hospital); category of hospital;

classification of type of practice (physicians); number

of years in practice (physicians); number of beds in

hospital; present utilization of word processing equipment

(physicians and hospitals) ; identification of word process-

ing equipment and the number of units (physicians and
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hoSpitals); physical arrangement of word processing center

(physicians and hospitals); the consideration of installing

word processing eqqipment at the present time (physicians

and hospitals) ; levels of seeking information (physicians

and hospitals) ; reasons for not utilizing word processing

equipment (physicians and hospitals); and the time frame

for future installation of word processing equipment

physicians and hospitals).

After the distributional characteristics of each

individual variable was examined, selected statistical

procedures were chosen to examine relationships among two

or more variables.

4

Crosstabulation and correlation analysis were the

techniques chosen. A crosstabulation, or contingencY

table, as noted in the SPSS (1975) manual, "is a joint

frequency distribution of cases defined by the categories

of two or more variables" (p. 70) . The 'relationships

established in the crosstabulation table.Were summarized

with the chi-square test,of statistical significance.

The existence of a statistically significant relationship

was computed at the .05 level Of probability. Cross-

tabulation and level of significance were computed for

the relationship between the number of years a physician

has been practicing medicine and whe'ther or not he has

word processing equipment. Cross ab lations were also

<=s,
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A

utilized to establish'the relationship between'the number

of beds in a hospital and the usage of word processing.

Additional crosstabulations were studied involving rela-,

tionships between those respondents who do not, at present,

utilize word processing but are considering it for the

at

future and the teps they have taken towards this goal.4
Those respond ts who already are involved in word process-

ing but are planning to change, expand or update their

facilities were also studied in relation to their active

involvement toward this accomplishment.

In order to evaluate the statistical difference

be6ieen two sample means, the T test statistical procedure

was Used in order to determine whether the mean,of one

sample, was si4nificantly greater than, smaller than, or

different from the mean of the second sample. The T-test

was rup_tor theratist04Q mean difference,of ratings of

skills'required by the word processing operator as listed

_,"?
.

separately by physiciansAnd by hospitals, and for the

dichotomous compafison of means of ratings of training

programlocations in terms of Word Processing Manipulation

Skills and English Communi,cation Skills. Since the sta-
.

tistical2concern was whether or not there was any statis-

/tical mean difference at all, the T-test reported "two-'

tailed probabilities."

In order to test the correspondence between the

perceptions of requited skills for word processing
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operators on the part of physicians versus hospital

personnel, a Pearson Correlation was performed using

the ratings on all 47 skill categories for each of the

responding groups as the operational variables in the

correlation calculations. To further test the correla-

tion, the analy is compared skill ratings in the four

groupings of hos ital personnel by physicians. Theskills

were cluster der the following headings: Basic English

Skills, Basic Business Skills, Word Processing Technology

Skills, Human Relations Skills. The ratings were based

on a scale of one to four with. the following interpreta-

tions: none = 1; low = 2; moderate = 3; high = 4.

Based on the means of each of the skillsj a

Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient was calculated

for required skills for word processing operators and for

skills learned at various training locations based on the

raw data of a four-point rating sCale: 1 = lowest rating,

4 = highest rating.

The highest mean in each grouping received the

rank of one; the lowest mean score received the last

1

. number after the intermediate mean scores received the

proper intermediate ranks. This was calculated separately
/

1
for physicians and for hospital personnel when ranking

all forty-seven skills separately, and then by separately

Iranking the four skill groups.

The reasons for currently not using word process-

ing were ranked according to the magnitude of iesponseS.



Conclusion

It is anticipated that the application of the

information derived from this study will be useful in

post-secondary medical secretarial education and will be

utilized in such a manner that will lead to the ieassess-

ment and improvement of the curriculum.

1
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CHA;TER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Introduction

This chapter analyzes the data relating word

processing to the medical professions. One-hundred-one

hospitals within the City of New York were mailed a

questionnaire asking meaningful questions relating to word

processing, as were 417 physicians practicing medicine in

New York City.

Information requested on the questionnaire mailed

to physicians related to classification of a physician's

practice, and the number of years in practice (see Appendix

D).

The questionnaire mailed to hospitals requested

information as to the size and classification of the hos-

pital, and the working title of the administratqr (see

Appendices C and G).

The titles of administrators were divided into

three categories of management: top, middle and bottom.

These titles, as defined by Burke and Bittel (1981), are:

Top management is responsible for setting '

the long-term direction of the organization,
deciding what markets to compete in, determin-
ing financial structure, making major decisions
on the oVerall form of the organization;

69
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Middle management concentrates on developing
the more specific strategies needed to support
overall goals, quarterly and annual planning,
organizing departments, deploying sales forces
and advertising support, designing produ(ction
methods and facilities, and supervising "front
line" managers;

Supervisors--or bottom management are the
first level of managers, the ffont'line. They
are responsible for seeing that the daily pro-
ductive work gets done. They set short-term
schedules, make organizational decisions at the
work-crew level, and supervise the applicatiOn
of plans and methods set by middle managers.
(p. 163)

Both groups responded to questions relating to

the usage of word processing, the physical sq-up of

equipment, description of, equipment, training of word

processing operators and the level of skills required for

the- word processing operator.

For those persons who are not using word

processing at the present_time, questions were asked

relating to the reasons most influential in arriving at

the decision not to use word processing and when, if ever,

they would reconsider their decision of nonusage.

A flow chart depicting the management of this

research is included on pages 61-63.

Description of Sample

The population consisted of the physicians and

hospitals locatea within the five boroughs of the City of

New York. All of the hospitals were canvassed. The



random samplinglof physicians was drawn from a listing of

all practicing physicians in New York City.

The following descriptions present an overview

of the sample studied.

Number
Mailed

Table 1

RESPONDENTS BY CATEGORY

Returned Number Percent
by Post Office of Respondents Returned

71

Hosg4als 100 4 55 .57

Physicians 417 67 161 .46

Of the original mailing, letters were returned

.because of unknown address of physicians, death, retirement,

and consolidation of hospitals. From the original 100

hospitals canvassed, four were returned by the post office,

as were 67 letters:to physicians.

The sample consisted of 55 hospitals, broken

down by boroughs as follows:

HOSPITAL

Borough

Table 2

RESPONDENTS BY BOROUGH

Percent of Respondents

Bronx
.,)

5 9.1
Brooklyn 18 32.7
Manhattan 16 29.1
Queens 12 21.8
Staten ibland 4- 7.3'

One hundred sixty-one physicians responded from

thp following locations:
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Borough

Table 3

PHYSICIAN REkDONDENTS BY BOROUGH

Percent of Respondents

Bronx 13 8.1 .

Brooklyn. 14 8.7

Manhattan 109 67.7

Queens 16 9.9

Staten Island 9 5.6

A breakdown of the working titles of respondents

of hospital administrators can be located in Appendix G.

The classification of respondent hospitals is

outlined in the following table.

6k,

Table 4

CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONDENT HOSPITALS'

Percent of
Classification Number Respondents

Voluntary 27 50.0
Private 9 16.7
Public 10 18.5
Federal 3 5.6
General 3 5.6
State 2 3.7

The final, restructured questionnaire'was mailed

to the identified population and a second and third mailing

were undertaken to insure a greater response rate.

The responses by mailing are indicated in the

following tabl'e:
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Table 5.

RESPONSES BY MAILINGS

Percent of Percent of
Mailing Physicians Respondents Hospitals Respondents

First 86 53.4 27 49.1
Second 55 34.2 18 32.7
Thiid 20 12.4 10 18.2

Of,the 161 useable replies from physicians, 53:4

were received from the first mailing, 34.2 from the second

mailing, and 12%4 from the third mailing.

The returns from hospitals were 49.1, 32.7, and

18.2, respectively, for:the first, second and,third mailings

The number of yearS in practice ranged,from one

year to 60 years. The mean was 2,2.364, the median was
k.?

19.654, and the standard deiiiation was 15.145%

The raw chi square value.for this variance with

two degrees of freedom. was ,4.84595, which was not-signi-
o

.fiCant at the .05 level.

-.The research question, "Do doctors who are in
PY

practice for a shorter time (less th*an ea tend to

adopt word trocessing.changes in office tech ology.' as

evaluated. There wa8 no Statistical significance 'between

.number of' years in practice and the adoption of' word

processing. Uowever, although the trend may be'for the

younger physicians.to have a higher propensity toward

change,,tnere.appeared to ble an even distribution,in the

groupings' aoCording,to the number of years,in pipptiCe, as,

indtcated by_khe forlowing table:

41.
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COMPARISON OF NUMBER,OF YEARS IN PRACTICE
BY UTILIZATION'OF WORD PROCESSING

Have Do Not Have
Word Processing Word processing

Number of Years Number Row Number Row
in Practrice of Cases Percentage of Cases Percentage

1-10 17.8 37 82.2

11-30 8 13.8 50 86.2
6

31-60 110 2 3.9 49 96.1

.1.,2 value 4.84595 with 2 degrees of freedom

Significance > .05

0

c!.

7 4
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Sixty-nine perdent of the responding )/sicians

enjoyed a solo private practice. The next largest category

of respondents were in group practices consisting of three

or more physicians. Only 7.6 percent of the phyiicians

were in'a single partnership arrangement. 'These tabula-

tions are illustrated in 'the following table:

Table 7

CLASSIFICATION'OF PRACTICE BY RESPONDENT PHYSICIA,S

Classification
of Pratice

Number
of Cases

Percent of
Respondents 1,

Yourself only 109: 69.0

In partners with
another physician 12 7.6

In group practice of
three.or more
physicians 37 23.4

Size of Hospital

The data frdm the question, "How many beds are in

your hospital?" were used to quantify the relationship'

betAen the size of the hospital and the installation of

word prodssing (see Table 8). The data were used to

answer the research quedt'ion, "Do larger hospitals tend to

adopt modern word processing technoiogical methods more

readily than smal1er hospitals?"

The number of beds ranged from 83 to 1528. For
4q,

analysis purposes, a hospital having beds numbering below
(n,



Table 8

COMPARISON OF USAGEOF WORD PROCESSING
BY SIZE OF HOSPITAL

Have
Word Processing

Number 11ow

wSj.ze of Hospiital of Cases Percentage

T6

Do Not Have
Word Processing

Number Row
of Cases Percentage

Small 4 15.4 22$ 84.6

Large 16 59;3 11 40.7

9LI2 value = 9.06466 with 1 degree of freedom.

Significande < .05

61))



the median,of 415 was considered to be small, and, accord-

ingly, a hospi'tal having more than 415 beds wasconsidered

to be large.

The raw chi square for this variable, with one

degree of freedom, was 9.06466. Using standard chi square

tables, a level oE significance below .05 wad determlned.
_

As was anticipated, larger hospitals tend to

utilize word processing to a greater degree than smaller

hospitals. This may be due to size of staff, budgeting, or

broader understanding on the part of administrators for

looking toward the ,future.

tA wide range of equipment was utilized in the

field. When asked to identify their word processing

'equipment, twenty-two different word processing systems

were,listed by t-respondents. This wide range-gu-

facturers included multiple responses of more than one

system.in one location.

A visual display, standalone self-sufficient

individual unit with keyboard and printer ag separate

units, was
t

utilized most by physicians, and shared

resources, cluster type with keyboard, printer, and central

proc sing unit as separate units, was utilized least f

all.

t
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Conversely, the hospitals main physical arrange-

ment is 'a multi7function station terminal with integrated

systems, combining woyd processing, data processing and

telecomMunications.

The standalone visual display equipment was the

least utilized equipment by the hospitals.

It is interesting to compare,the actual physical

agrangement of the word pyocessing center in the hospitals

ilith the physical arrangement in the'physicians' offices.

Table 9 illustrates this cdmparison.

Table 9

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT OF WORD PROCESSING CENTER

Centralized

Decentralized

Percent of Respondents
.Physician Hospital

75.0 35.0

25.0 65.0

The majority of hospitals, for obviouslA more

efficient and effective usage, opted to decentralize within

individual departments.

The actual physical arralement of the physician's

office seems to lend itself to a centralized work arrange-
.

went.
4 .

Table 10 indicates the response to the question,

"Zs word processing equipment utilized in your office?"



Table 10.

TABULATION OF UTILIZATION' AND NONUTILIZATION OF
WORD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT BY PHYSICIANS

Physician Number

Users 20a

.Nofi-Users 141

Percent of °

Respondents

12.4

87.6

Onlyr12.4 percent of the responding physician-s
4

are 'presently utiliztng word processing equipment. How-

ever, of vital importance was the 4 j;overy that of the

remaining 87.6 Percerit of non-users, a full A5.4'pereent

were co side ing,installing word processing.equipment

within the next fi years, as indicated in Table 11.

Table 11,

\NNE FRAME FOR POTENTIAL USE OF WORD PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT BY PHYSICIANS

TiMe Frame

1 Year '

1-3 Years
4-5 Years
Not At All

Number

16

28
11

66

Percent of
RespondentS

13.?
k 23.1

9.1
54.5

8imi1ar1y, although 36.4 Percent of the respond-

ing hospitals have word processi g installations at the

present time (see Table 12), 87. 1 percent ofNthe non-users

expected to,have word prodessl g in use within the next

five years (see,Table 13).

8L-f
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Table 12

c/:.TAB6ITONX=ATE014:TT=TION OF

Percent of
Hospital Number Respondents

Users 20 36.4

Non-Users 33 60.0

Table,13

TIME FRAME FOR POTENTIAL USE OFilifORD PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT BY HOSPITALS

Time Frame Npmber

1 Year 2

1-3 Years
"!1

14
4-5 Years 5

Not Ai All 3

Skills

"/

Percent of
Respondents

8.3
58.3
20.8
12.5

80

The responses of--:level of Skills required for a

word processing operator were based'on a four-point rating

scale as follows:

1 = none; 2 = lowp 3-= moderate and 4 = high.

-A Pearson correlation was calculated using.th'e ratings
of each and every skill cptegory as the operatibnal
tvariables fOr both the pthysicians and for the hospital
personnel

The.cg fficient .of correlation fonothe 47 skill
catego les was .8084. This value indicates a high
statis '-dal significance (0<< 001) in the skill
ratings as. perceived by physicians and by hospital
personnel.

4
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PhYsicians and hospital personnel have .a Similar
_

perspective in terms of importance of skills. Based upon
4

their ranking of how they value these skills for a word

processing operator (see Figure 2), these are the top

skills that are recommended !or focusing on fo curriculum

development.

Figure 2

TOP-RANKED SK1TLLS BY PHYSICIANS AND HOSPITAL PERSONNEL*

Basic Engish Skills

6

Basic Business Skills

Human Relations SkillS

0

Physicians
Hospital
-Personnel

81

Punctuation Punctuation
Sentence Structure
Grammar Grammar
Vocabulary Vocabulary
Reading Reading
Spelling. Spelling
Proofreading Proofreading
Editing Ediflng

Typewriting
Medical Terminology

Following Directions
Handling Stressful

Situations

Typewriting

Following Directions'

Accepting Responsibility
Ability to Set

Priorities
Perseverance Perseverance
Pride ,in Word -Pride in Work
Cooperation Cooperation .

;nitiative
Relationship with
%Staff

0

This listing was derived from the-raw data.shown in Tables 14 'and 15
Based on means, each skill was ranked according to importance.
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Hospital personnel and physicians do not disagree

in terms of skills; however, there appears to be more varia-

bility in physicians' responses concerning the skills in

question.

This is very important because the hospital

personnel know what skills they want while physicians are

uncertain. The frame of---terence appears to be different
o 5

among the physicians themselves:

As reported in Table 14, a statistically signi-

ficant difference (< .05) occurred between the physicians'
a

resEionses and the hospital personnel's responses for the

following skills:,

Routine paper work: This was more important to

doctors who placed a higher value of moderate to high as

compared to hospital, ersonnel who rated this skill low to
..moderate.

Medical terminology: Physicians tend to think

that medical terminology is more important than do hospital

personnel.

Banking procedures; Neither hospital personnel

nor doctors think that th4'knowledge of banking,procedures

is important to Word processing operators. Althdugh hos-

pital personnel vape this skill as having almost no
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Table 14

SKILLS

Means,,T Value, Level of Significant Difference

Category

Physician
Means

Hospital
Means

Level of
T Significant

Value Difference*

Basic English Skills
Punctuation
Sentence Structure
Grammar
Vocabulary
Reading
Spelling
Proofr ading
Editi
Composing
Verbal

3.4375
3.3333
3.5000
3.4000
3.5333
3.5625
3.4667
3.3333
3.1333
3.2000

3.4737
3.2105
3.3684
3.3158
3.4737
3.5789
3.7368
3.5263
2.8947
2.8421

.874

.643

.586

.712

.799

.942

.268

.486

.491

.249

Basic Business Skills
Filing 3.2143 2.6316 .074

Typewriting 3.6875 3.5263 .527

Stenography , 2.4000 2.2632 .730

Telephone Techniques 3,0000 2.5000 .146

Routine Paper Auk 3.2000 2.5263 .035

General Office Procedures 3.2000 2.6842 .084

Medical Terminology 3,4000 2.6316 .039

Banking Procedures 2.1429 1.4211 .040

RecOrdkeeping 3.1429 2.3158 .023

Time Management 2.4286 2.5789 .695

Accounting
Duplicators/Copiers

t

2.5000
0

3.2857

1.7895
2.3684

.073

.017

Organizational Abilities 3.2667 3.15.'79 .715

Follow-up Procedures 3.0667 3.2632 .531,

Word Processing Technology
Skills

Text Editing 3.2857 3.1579 .679

Machine Dictation 3.1333 2.4737 .099

Machine Transcription 3.0667 2.5789 .274

Computer Literacy 2.3333 2.2632 .t59

Microfilms \- 1.7857 1.6842 .792.

Telecommunications ' 2.1429 1.6316 .189

Formating 2.7857 2.1421 .890

4 Data Entry 2.9286 3.0000 .858

Data Retrieval 2.9286 3.0526 .752

Playback 2.6429 _ 3.2222 .128 ,

RougN.Draft Typewriting 3.0667 3.1667 .771
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Table 14 (Continued)

Category
('
V

Physician
Means

Hospital
Means

Level of
P Significant

Value Difference*

Human Relations Skills
Following Directions 3.6000 3.7895 .391
Handling Stressful Situations 3.3333 3.2105 .660
Assertiveness 4: 3.0667 2.9474 .732
Supervisory Techniques 2.8667 2.8421 .944
Accepting Responsibility 3.2000 3.5263 .294
Designating Responsibility 2.8000 2.7895 .976
Ability to Set Priorities 3.2000 3.3158 .7-25

Perseverance 3.4667 3.4211 .863
Pride in Work 3.4667 3.7368 .268
Cooperation 3.5333 3.7368 .402
Initiative 3.2667 3.5789 .279
Relationship with Staff 3.4000 3.6842 .249

fr
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importance (1,4), physicians think it is a.little,more

important (2.1) than the hospital personnel.

Recordkeeping: Physicians place a higher degree

of significance on thfs skill than do hospital personnel.

Physicians place this skill between moderate and high in

importance, whereas hospital personnel tEiniCit is less

impOrtant, placing it between low and moderate.

Duplicator/copiers: Physicians think this is a

more important skill than do hospital personnel. Physi-
0,

cians. rate this between moderate-and high and hospital

personnel rate his skill as low to moderately important

for'word proceMing.operators.

To further test the correlation, the -analysis

compared skill ratings in each of the four groupings, Basic

English Skills, Basic Business Skills; Word Processing

Technologyjkills, and Rumen Relations Skills by hospital

personnel and by physicians, as seen in Table 15.

Similar views of physicians and hospital pers9nnel

are evident in Table 16 indicating she Pearson Correlation

Coefficient of skills when analyzed separately for each of

the four skill cateories. Ranking§ are indicated within

each category:based on means of rating as indicated in

Tables 17, 18, 19 and 20:
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Table 15

SKILLS

Spearman Rank-Ordee Correlation' Coefficient

C'ategory Physician Rank* Hospital Rank*

Basic EnglishZkills
Punctuation 10 11.5

p,

Sentence Structure 15

'\
19.5

Grarirmar 6
...,/

14 .

Vocabulary 12 15.5
Reading 4.5 11.5
Spelling 3 6.5
Proofreading 8 . 3

Editing 15
.

Composing 28.5 27

Verbal 24 29

Basic Business Skills
Filing 21 33.5
TypeWriting 1 9

Stenography 43 42.5
Telephone Techniques 34 38
Routine Paper Worf 24 37
General Office Procedures 24 32
Medical TerMinolOgy 12 33.5
Banking Procedures 45.5 47
Recordkeeping 27 41
Time Management 42 ' 35.5
Accounting , 43, 44
Duplidators/Copiers. 17.5 40
Organizational Abilities 195 22.5
Follow-up Pfbtedures 31.5 17

Word Processing Technology ,

Skills
Text Editing 17.5 22.5
Machine Dictation 28.5 39
Machine AlLranscription 31.5 35.5
Computer Literacy . 44 42.5
Microfilm; 47 45
Telecommunications. 45.5 46
Formating 39 29
Data Entry )35.5 25
Data Retrieval 35.5- 24
Playback

°Draft
40. 1.8

Rough °Typewriting 31.5 -21
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0

Table 15 (Continued)

Physician Rank*

87

Hospital Rank*

Human Relations Skills
Fbllowing Directions 2

Handling Stressful Situations 15 19.5
Assertiveness 31.5 26
Supervisory Techniques 37 29
Accepting Responsibility . 24 9

Designating Responsibility 38 31
Ability to Set Priorities 24 15.5
Perseverance 8 13
Pride in Work 8 3

Cooperation 4.5 3

Iaitidtive *19.5 6.5
Relationship with Staff

t'/;
12 5

*Based on Table of Means.
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Table 16

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
BY INDIVIDUAL SKILL CATEGORY*

Skills
Physician Hospital

Mean,
Correlation Level of
Coefficient Significance

Basic English 3.3900 3.3421 .8347 <_ .003
11

4;4 Basic Business 2.9954 2.5470.. .7446 < .002
,

Word Processing
Technology 2.7364 . 2.6430 .7925 < .004

Human 'Relations 3.2667 3.3816 .9029 < .001

4

,

* Four-point scale4 1.0 = lowest rating -- 4.0 = highest rating.

4

96
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Basic English Skills -

The Pearson correlation of .8347 indicates that

there are no.basic diffrences in the-relationship between

hospitals and physicians in their percepti-ons of Basic

English Skills. Their similar views are indicated in the

following ranking:

Table 17

RANKING OF,BASIC ENGLISH SKILLS BY PHYSICIANS

Basic English Skills

AND HOSPITAL PERSONNEL*

Physician Rank Hospital Rank

Punctuation 5' 4.5
Sentence Structur 7.5 8

Grammar 3 6

Vocabulary .6 7

Reading 2 4.5
Spelling 1 2

Proofreading 4 1

Editing 7.5 3

Composing 10 9

Verbal 9 10

* Four-point scale: 1.0 = lowest rating -- 4.0 = highest rating.

Of primary importance are spelling, proofreading,

grammar, punctuation, and reading. The hospital personnel
tg,

gave a higher rank order to editing. Both physicians and

hospital personnel consider composing and verbal skills to

be less important 'Skills needed by the wora processing

ope r a tor .
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Basic Business Skills

There is a tendency for physicians and hospital

personnel to agree in terms of Basic Business Skills. This

basically means that doctors rate these skills in terms of

importance similarly to hospital personnel.

Table 18

RANKING OF BASIC OSTNESS SKILLS BY0PHYSICIANS
AND HOSPITAL PERSONNEL*

Basic Business Skills -Physician Rank °

0

Hospital Rank

Filing
Typewriting

5

1

5.5

1

Stenography 13 12
Telephone Techniques 10 9

Routine Paper Wbrk '6.5 8

General Office Procedures 6.5 4

Medical Terminology 2 5.5
Banking Procedures 14 14
Recordkeeping 8 , 11
Time Management 12 7

Accounting 11 13
Duplicators/Copiers 3 10
Organizational Abilities 4 3

Follow-up Procedures 9 2

Four-point scale: 1.0 = lowest rang -- 4.0 = highest rating.

Both physicians and hospital personnel do give

top priority to the skill of Typewriting. They are alr in

total agreemerit that neither Steno4laphy, Banking Pro-

cedures nor Accounting skills Tre needed by the word

processing operator.

100

r
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Woid Processing Technorogy Skills

There is coxrelation (.7925) between what tToth

physicians and hospital personnel view as important Word

PrOcessing Technology Skills. _They did not, however, list

any of this group of skills as being among,the tbp 15 that
. .

are required for a word processing operator. They both

gave lowest priority to compOter literacy, microfilms and

telecommunications. By ranliing Playback in the Number 8

position, the phys,icians indicatea lack of knowledge as

to what word processing Is all about.

Table 19

RANKING OF WORD PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY SKILLS BY
pHYSICIANS AND HOSPITAL PERSONNEL*

Word Processing TechnOlogy Skills Physioiad Rank Hospital Rank
,

Text Editing
\Machine Dictation
Machine'Transcription .

. Computer Literacy

1

2.

3.5
9

3

8

9

Microfilmg n 11 10
Telecommunications 10 11
Formating 7 6

Data Entry 5.5 5

Data,Retrieval 5.5 4
Playback 8 1
Rough DralteTypewritingr 3.5 2

Your-point scale: 1.0 = lowest rating 4.0 = highest rating.

Human Relations Skills

In terms of agieement, the Human Relations Skills

indicgted the highest correlation (.9029). Even if physicians,

1 ui



and hospital personnel rated a skill low, they were still

in agreement with each other;

They do not care about Designating,Responsibility

at all. They are nOl`interested in Supervisory Technlques

and are not too concerned with Asseitiveness. They both

ranked Following Directions as the most important skill in

this group.

Table 20

RANKING OF HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS BY PHYSICIANS
AND HOSPITAL PERSONNEL*

Human Relations Skills Physician Rank Hospital Rank

Following Directions 1` 1

Handling Stressful
Situations 6 9

Assertiveness 10 10

Supervisory Techniques 11 11

Accepting Responsibility 8.5. 6

Dgsignating Responsibility 12 12

Ability to Set Priorities 8.5 8

Perseverance 3.5 7

Pride in Work 3.5 2.5
Cooperation 2 2.5

Initiative 7 5

Relationship with Staff 5 4

.!.,.;
.

* Four-point scale: 1.0 = lowe'st rating 4.0 = highest rating.
If

Training Program Locations

Analysis suggests-that there is no ifference in

physicians' and hospital personnel perceptions of the Word

Processing Manipulation Skills and English Communications

Skills based on various locations of training. Tables

21, 22, 23 and 24 are based on the mean ratings of the
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Table 21

ENGLISH COMMUNICATION bKILLS OF WORD PROCESSING OPERATORS
BASED ON LOCATION OF TRAINING

Means, T V4ue, Level of Sipnificant Difference

Loc Lon
Physician '

Mean Scores
Hospital
Mean Scores

T
Value

Level of
Statistical
Difference*

_Four-year college 3.2727 3.3333 .861 none,

Two-year college ; 2.9167 3.1000 .672 none

High school 2.4615 2.4000 .875 none

By equipment
manufacturer at
your location 3.2000 3.0909 .88 none

On-the-jar training
by your own
personnel 3.000 3.000 1.000 none

* < .05

oij

(
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Table 22

WORD PROCESSING MANIPULATION SKILLS OF WORD IROCESSING OPERATORS
BASED ON LOCATION OF TRAINING

Means, T Value, Leveel of Significant Difference

Location
Physician
Mean Scores

Hospital
Mean Scores

T
Value

Level of
Statistical
Difference*

Four-year college

Two-year college

High school

By equipment
manufacturer at
your location

On-the-job training
by your 'own

personnel

3.000

2.8182

. 2.6923

3.3333

2.8571

(i

2.6250

3.1250

'2.3750

3,2500

3:2308

.465

.45

f.431

.832

, .325

none

none

none

none

none

.05
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Table 23
a

PHYSI ANS' RATING OF SKILLS OF WORD PROCESSING OPERATORS ,
BASED ON LOCATION OF TRAINING PROGRAM*

9 5

Word Processing Skills English Communication Skills
.4Location Mean Score Interpretation Mean Score Interpretation

\._,..
.1.

Four-year 3.000 Good 3.2727 Good to
college Exgellent

Two-year 2.8182 Average to 2.9167 Average to
college Good Good

.High school 2.6923 Average to 2..4615 Average to 4
Good Good

'

By equipment 3.3333 Good to 3.2000 Good to
manufactUrer Exce lent Ekcellent

Aat your
location P

On-the-job 2.8574. Average to 3.000 Good
training Good
by your cmrn

personnel

* Four-point scale: 1 = lowest rating -- 4.0 = highest rating.

0
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Table 24

HOSPITAL PERSONNEL-RATING OF SKILLS OF WORD PROCESSING OPERATORS

BASED ON TdOCATION OF TRAINING PROGRAM*

.

Word Processing Skills English Communication Skills ,:,

Location Mean Score Interpretation Mean Score Ihterpretation
q'

.
.,,,,

-\.\

,Fou;-year
college

2.6)
Good

50 Average to 3.3333 Gadd to

, Excellent

Q

Two-year 3.1250 Good to 3.1000 Good to

college Excellent -,,
Excellent

,

High school 2.3750 Average to 2.4000 Average to

Good Good

3.2500By equipment
manufacturer
at your
location

Good to 3.0909 Good to

Excellent Excellent

a ,

On-the-job 3.2308 Good to 4..000 Good A

training Excellent

by your own
, personnel

* Four-point scale: i = lowest rating -- 4.0 = highest rating.

a
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following four-point scale: poor = 1: average = 2; good =

3; and excellent = 4.

However, it is §uggested that these results be

set aside as there has not been enough exposure to word

processing training at various levels up to this point in

time. or, I

Activity in Seeking Word Processing InforMation

97

Descriptive statistics were tabulated sepdratelli

for physicians and for hospital personnel in response to

the question concerning-their activity in seeking informa-

tion 'about word pro ssing if they were planning to change,

expand or update or initially install word'processing

equipment. Because they'were allowed multiple responses,

checking off more than one choice, multiple response codes°

were set up to see how many people responded to each or

the choices within t:he question. The labels were 1 for a

response, and 0 for a nonresponse. Only those values that

were tabulated one were counted.

t was interesting to note that the majority of

hospital personnel who are now considering the installa-

tion of word processing equipment (34,5 percent), have
6

,lctively taken step& tOward that accomplishment (see Table

2).

Lc?

,



ACTION TAKEN BY RESPONDENT-HO ITAL PERSONNEL TOWARD EVENTUAL'
. INST?ILLATION OF WO ROCESSIaC EQUIPMENT

Received Pricing.Information
Had,Equipment Demonstrations
LoOked Into Personnel Training Programs
None of the Above -

98'
. a

Number. Percent of
of Cases .Resporidents

.'14 37.8
12 32.4
5 13.5
6 16.2

The physicians who indic ed that they are now

considering changing to word:proces g, have al;O taken

steps in

Table 26 indicates action

relative to procuring word processing e'ilipment.

the direction of installing*pch egui,pment.

taken by reondent physicians

0 Table 26
4.

ACTION TAKEN BY RESPONDENT PHYSICIANS T4WARD EVENTUAL
INSTALLATIQN OF4WORD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

,
.

-Nuutber Percent of
Activity Of Cases Restibmdents

.

Received Pricing Information 6 14 35 .,9

Had Equipment Demonstrations 12 30.8
440oked Into Personnel Training Programs 10 8 20.5

,

None of the Above
. M 5 12: 8

Jik

711,

These statistics were also an4frzed separately

for those who responded "yes" to Question4, "Is word
tl '

_ processing equipment utilized in your Ofdlice (hospital)?"
1

f,p
and the re4.ationship with whether or,notheY are now

Iconsiderin installing, changing, expan ng or updating
t

word proceSsing equipment.

-4

05.

16.
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The following breakdown (Table 27) describes those

physicianS'%who responded "yes,"'they do have'word processing

equipment in their office at the present time, and "yes,"

they are planning-to install additional units:

Table 27

ACTION TAKEN BY PHySICIANS WITH WORD PROCESSING INSTALLATIONS,
WHO PLAN TO EXPAND THEM

Activity
Number Percent of

of Cases Respondents

Received Pricing Information 5 83.3
Had Equipment Demonstrations 4 66.7
Looke0 Into Personnel Training Programs 3 50.0

, None of the Above 1 16.7

Positive responses for now considering word

processing (Table 28) were also received from those physi-

cians who respoqded. to Question 3 that they do not have word

processing in their office at the present time:

Table 28

ACTION TAKEN BY PHYSICIANS WHO DO NOT HAVE WORD PROCESSORS
BUT PLAN TO INSTALL THEM

Number
Activity of Cases

Percent of
Respondents

Received Pricing Information 9 60.0
Had Equipment Demonstrations 53.3
Looked Into Personnel Training Programs 5 33.3
None of the Above 4. 26.7

Similarly, thosellospital personnel who indicated

that they have word processing equipment at the present time

(Table 29) and also plan to expand in the future have indi-

cated the following:

1 ti
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Table 29

ACTION TAKEN BY HOSPITAL PERSONNEL
WITH WORD PROCESSING INSTALLATIONS

WHO PLAN TO EXPAND THEM

Number Percent of
of Cases Respondents

Received Pricing Information 7 70.0
Had Equipment Demonstrations 7 70.0.
Looked Into Personnel Training Programs 2

uwr
20.0

None of the Above 3 30.0

4 For those hospital personnel whoPindicated they do

AO not have word processing at the present time (Table 30), blit

piano in the future, the following statistics were compiled:

Activity

Table 30

ACTION TAKEN BY HOSPITAL PERSONNEL .

WHO DO NOT HAVE WORD PROCESSORS
BUT PLAN TO INSTALL THEM

Number Percent of
of Cases Respondents

Received Pricing Information 6 66.7
Had Equipment Demonstrations 4 44.4
Looked Into Personnel Training Programs 2 22.2
None of the Above 3 33.3

Reasons for Non-Use of Word Processing

Different perspectives were offered as reasons for

not currently considering the use of word processing equip-,

ment (see Table 31).

There were many.additional write-in comments in

terms of why physicians and hospital personnel were not

*
considering the use of word processing. A list of verbatim

responses is shown in Appendix H.
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Table 31

RANKING OF REASONS FOR NOT CURRENTLY USING WORD PROCESSING*

Category

Physicians Hospitals
Actual

Response Rank
Actual
Responge Rank

Unfamiliarity with the
benefits of word processing

9-

Volume of work does.not demand
word processing

Type of &rk does not demand
word processing

0

41

76

55

3

1

2

9

8

7

2 *

Initial price too costly 21 4.5 11 1

1.'

Service contracts and
maintenance too costly 121 7.5 3

Lack of space 11 9 4 7,.

Lack of trained personnel 12 7.5 5 5

Too difficult to train
personnel 4 11 1 11

Salary scale of trained
personnel too high 7 10 1 11

Equipment development not
sophisticated enough 2 12 11

Awaiting future developments 18 6 4

a

Other (please specify) 21 4.5 6 4

* Based on the magnitude of responses.
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Utilizing multiple response coding, as far as

physicians and-hospital personnel were concerned, the major

neasons for non-use were that neither the volume pf work nor

the type of work demands word processing. Far fewer ph/7si-

cians than hospital personnel thought that the initial price

was too costly, although that was the prime concern of the

hospital staff.'

Physicians are far more unfamiliar with word,

processing equipment than are hodpital personnel.

Respondents, y nature of the ,responses of those

reasons that seem to least affect them, did not seem to

believe that salary scales or training of employees would

block them from or be detrimental to their installing word

procesLng equipment. Nor do they feel that the equipment

is not sophisticated enough to handle their normal activi-

ties.

The following chapter contains a summary,

discussion and appropriate recommendations based on the

analysis 'of the collected data.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS

Summaty

This study was concerned with the effect of word

processing equipment on the future business education

medical secretarial curriculum. Has thi's equipment changed

the office procedures within the medical field? Should the

earrent medical secretarial curriculum be modified in order

to keep up with changes in word procegsing usage?

This researcher in no way attempted to restruc-
.c".

ture the operational procedures or the financial management

within the health field. The focus was to redirect the

0
curriculum planning effort so that it is more closely

related to the needs of the institutions and physicians

that are direct recipients of the services of the CUNY

graduate.

The perspective of the project was that the

results will indicate in what areas in the secretarial

science discipline does curriculum have to be developed or

modified in order to prepare graduates to function success-

fully in the word processing environment.

The theoretical focus of this project has attempted

to identify changes in office administrative procedures in

103



the medical and allied health.professions because of the

introduction of word processing equipment and processes

with a view toward projecting modifications in the post.z

secondary medical secretarial science curriculum. This

iesearch, through the use of a globally mailed questionnaire

and selected personal interviews, has surveyed the extent

to which-word processing has been implemented in the medical

field.

The primary aim of the construction of the'ques-
I%

tionnaire was to encourage participation by respondenta.

Dichotomous, multipl choice and open-end questions wers

simplified and phrased to convey the same meaning to all

persons.

A questionnaire was developed and was then evalt-

ated and validated by profeTsionals in the area of word

processing. Questions were ,t)asically deRigfted in the closed ,
4

form and there was a request for a writein suggestion of

3
additional reasons for not utilizing word processing. Pro-

visions for possible multiple responses were available in

sLected questions.

These responses were then ranked according to the

magnitude of the responses by both physicians and hospital

personnel respondents.

.Although,the questionnaire was designed to elicit

fixed respOnse data from all the respondents; voluntary

written comments represented strong view points. Although
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these unsolicited responses were offered by only a fraction

of the participants, they representea--intense feelings.

Therefore, these comments were reviewed for common threads

of meaning or association.

The research questions that were being evaluated

with the questionnaire were:

1. Do doctors who-are in practice far a shorter time

(less then ten year) tend to adopt word process-\
ing changes in offide technology?

2. Do larger hospitals tend to adopt modern word

processing technological methods dore readily

than smaller hospitals7
cY

3. What kinds of skilled secretarial manpower are

needed to run word processing equipment?

4. Is training for word processing being given on an

office-based or.hospital-based level?

Should the community .copege medical secretarial

science curriculum include word processing?

The goal.Of this research was to make an inference

about the population (a set of measurements) based on infor-

mation contained in the sample (a subset of measurements

selected from the population). The completed sample in

this survey is potentially a guide for future expanded

sampling of physicians in New York City concerning standard

deviations, means and the napure of the variability of the .

principal measurements. Also, this completed research may
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facilitate future sampling in.recognizing ¶ertain mistakes

in execution. The precision of the'tsampling procedure was

judged loy examining tele frequencj distribution of the sample.

As the sample estimates were norm'lly diseributV, the Mean

and standard deviation were then determined.
%

, Physicians practicing within the confines of New

York City and personnel administrators of hospitals located

within the boundaries of New York City were the prime sources

from which to gather information concerning the usage of

word processing equipment. The population was randomly

selected from the following two sources: (1) Medical Direc-

tory of New York State and (2) American Hospital Asso-

ciation Guide to the Health Care Field. Accordingiy, 417

questionnaires were mailed to physicians practicing medicine

within the five boroughs of New York City. In addition,

questionnaires were mailed t.o all 101 hospitals within.New

York City.
9

Three mailings were completed, and a meaningful

respohse of 57 percent of hospitals and 46 percent of

physicians is achieved. Tv baseline respondents included

55 hospitals and 161 physicians. Arithmetic mean charac-

teristics'of the baseline.A.ncluded 22 .years in practice for

the physicians, and 513 beds in hospitals.

The methods of analyses, both statistical and

substantive were chosen to reduce the survey data to results

that can be comprehended and utilized.
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analyses. The data were classified by divisiion into two
,

mutually exclusive groups; namely, hospitals and physicians.
.

The question that was answered by this method was: Do

doctors' needs differ from hospital needs?

In ad4tion to descriptiAre statistics, statistical

tests were utilized to determine the means, relationships,

A dichotomy Naas formed within the statistical

107

correlations, and frequencies within eadh group and between

the physicians and the hospitals.

The following statistical tests were utilized:

CHI SQUARE: iA test of statistical significance

which,helps to determine whether a systematic relation-

ship exists between two variables.

CROSSUMLATION:Ajointfrequendydistribution

of participan't cages according to two or more classi-

fic$tion variables.

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE: The level at which"the

reearcher wishes to control the risk of making an

incorrect statement. Traditionally, a level of .05 i

used/in behavioral research.

SIGNIFICANCE: The goal of the statistical

analysis is to establish whether or not a difference

between two samples is significant. Significant means

"indicative of" or "signifying" a true difference .

between two populations.
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4
T-TEST: A test to determine whether or not the

difference between two sample means is statistically

significant.

FREQUENCIES: A.tabie presenting the row count of
0

casea for each value, the percentage of cases based on

the total number of cases without a missing value on

that variable, and cumulative percentages.

PEARS CORRELATION COEFFICIENT: Computes

Pearson Produat-Moment Correlation coefficients with

tests for significance.

SPEARMAN RANK-QRDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENT:

Another type of correlatiqn test utilized when data

are ordinal rankings.

The data were reported by frequence or number of
A

respondents and by percentage of respondents. Differences

between physiciarand hospitals were tested statistically

using both T-tests and nonparametric.median tests. Sta-

,

tistical significance was cpncluded at the .05 prcent

level.

Pearson Correlation Coefficient tests were run

for all forty-seven skillsNznd again for skills grouped

separately under the following subheadings: Basic English

Skills; Basic Business Skills; WProcessing Technology

Skills; and Human Relation Skills. Utilizing a Spearman

Rank-Order'Correlation Coefficient, with a scale of one to
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four, one being the lowest rating, and-cur being the highest,.

T values and level of statistical differeribs,were obtained

from tRe raw data of means describing the success of equip-

ment manipulation and English Communication Skills, based

on location of word procedsing'training.

Rankings for reasons for not consider-ilig the use

of word processing equipment were presented in the order of

masnitude of responses by both physicians and hospital

personnel respondents.
,

The results of chi square computations indicated

no significant relationship at p < .05 between number of
a

years in practice and the usage Of word processing. It

did, however, reveal a statistical level of significance

between the size of the hospital ancLthe utilization of

word processing. A tendency was indicated for larger hop-

. pitals to have word processing as compared to smaller

hospitals,. , This demonstrated a statistically significant

relationship at the .05 level. The arbitrary median break-

down yas basedon the sample itself;

Different perspectivqp were 'offered as reasons

for.not currently considering the use of word processing

equipment. Only .12.4 percent of the responding physicians

are presently utilizing word processing equipment. However,

of vital importance was the discovery that of the remaining

87.6 percent of non-users, a full 45'.4 percent-were con-

sidering installing word processing equipment within the

next five years. Similarly, although 36.4 percent of the
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a

respondingrhospieals have word processing instaliaeions at

the pres t time, 87.4 percent of the non-users expected to

hav word processing in use within the next,five years.

The interview process yas also utili"zed as a

supplemental proCedare in obtaining information for future

projections and exploration of intentions, reactions, inter-

pretations and explanations of the various incidents revop-,

ing around the usage of word processigg. -This interview

method allowed for flexibility by pursuing-unanticipated

issues and the possibility of thoroughly delving into

critical areas assessed by the questionnaire. According to

Dunham and Smith (1979, p. 14), "The unique strengths and

weaknesses of bothiinterviews and questionnaires suggest

that a combination bf the two techniques provides the most

effective organizational survey program" (p.-14).

A complete search of current literature in the

general area of word processing and specifically in the

areas of medical applications has been undertaken.

Discussion

The ultimate goal of this research was to measure

the impact that word processing is having on the management

and the administration of medidal and allied health offices.

The knowledge obtained'through a review of the

literature, questionnaires, structured interviews and

statistical analysis Of research data has formed the basis

, 20



for the development of areas of curridulum for the secre-

tarial science education of the future. The new role of

-

the secretkry in medical areas and administrative 'suppo/ rt

services has been the goal of researching the use of word

processing in the automated offices in the wbrld of work_in

the medical and allied health fields.

The question addressed was: Wha is the impact

of word processing in the medical and allied health pro,"

fessions on the .secretarial science curriculum?

The major finding of this study was the ascer-

taining of exactly what exists in the area of medical

professions and the utilization of word processing. A sig-

nidccant finding of this study is that we have a misconcep-

tiori of the use of word processors. It is not, at the

present time, used as much as we might think it is being

used. However, there is a tendency and a commitment toward

gaining knowledge of this eqpipment which is presently

unknown to most physicians. With 45.4 percent of physicians

and 87.4 percent of hospital personnel indicating considering

word processing within the next five years, and with the '

decrease in prices and the increases in technology in the

future, it is more than logical to state that there will

be an increase in the use of word processing in the future.

As one would expect, larger hospitals tend to

use thyword processing equipment. This is possible because

a larger proportion of funds is appropriated for computer
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\ systems. Since larger hc550411ils would logically-have
i

1

extensive applications of computerization, flexibility
,

restraints may be a consi etation.for a non-shared approach

to a stand-alone system.

Although largJ hospitals demonstrated the i-'endb*Fig

.to have word processingiequIpment,smaller hospitals may

utilize outside servics for computer assistance beca48e

of the cost in the ir&estment in hardware and software of

in'-hpuse installation, of an information system. It is an

accepted given that ata in a :hospital, whether utilized

for management plan"Wing, evaluation and cost and performance

control; or for patient care decisions, must be relevant;

timely and accurate.

Ratheeithan installing a minicomputer with a,y
,

limited data haae, smaller hospitals may opt for minicom-

puters, with 00,#,,1ine connections with time-sharing computer

terminals. *aring services, rather than buying a hospital

informationyst&m, may be a transitional stage prior.to a

total,in-hoOSe system.
f

If this change shoulb occur, no

hanges in software would be needed and quality staff

ould already be trained.

The public seems to fear a threat to their privacy

with computerized medical records. The entry of information

keYed into on-line slistems can be coded so that only the

authorIcan retrieve the informa ion. This seems to control

the confidentiality of computer-held information to a greater
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degree than manual rords systems that are notoriously

nsecure and accessi6le to casual browsers, in addition to

einoi .carried around the hospital, with the possibility of

loss'of confidentiality and the loss of the actual folder

itself.

Word processing will gain steadily in popularity.

Although it may be a gradual growth, thi acceptance seems

to be inevitable. By defining specific equirements and

objectives, the choice of a centralized word processing

system or a decentralized arrangement utilizing small

satellite stations will.be determined.

There is no dbubt that word processing is gaining

momentum and has already begun to expand into .other related.

aieas. Most hospitals will more than likely require office

automatiOn in order to survive.

As more and more companies are competing_to

manufacture the memory for sersonal computers, the costs

will gd down. Word processors have already become more

attractively priced than previously. The field is no -

longer dominated by the major manufacturers. With the

advent of microcomputers, smaller firms have.successfully

been able to compete with the computer giants who were slow

to enter the area of personal computers. One company has

combined data processing functions with the electronic

typewriter available from a single terminal. They have

combined word processing and Communications management on

the same desk.
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Letcher and Pierino (1979, p. 1529) list the

following criteria to be utilized in evaluation and selec-

tion of word processing equipment: design of the keyboaed

and designation of special function keys; conservation and

flexibility; disc storage capabilities; software practi-

cality; print format options and security of data. Word

processing vendors should be required to demonstrate the

capability and flexibility of their particular equipment,

to perform each and every application of the individual

user.

Ideally, according to Keller (1982), the equipment

should be "located in an empty office so that many people

can use it without interference" (p. 58). Another alterna-

tive would be to place the equipment on rolling tables in

order to move the computer from one area to another to

increase its functionality. Shoemaker (1982) agrees that

even within a private office environment, a computer room .

should be set aside. In order to keep the computer area

free of stray electricity, it is imperative to have wall-

to-wall, anti-static carpet with anti-static matting. A

line filter is recommended to protect the equipment from

power fluctuations or interference (Keller, 1982; Shoemaker,

1982).

Because of serious weaknesses in the communica-

tion network of one hospital, and difficulty in discerning

lines of authority and responsibility, all word processors

were removed with the hiring of new administrative personnel.
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"Management, at all levels of the hospital, must learn

management of the computer" (Bennett, 1979, p. 50). Bennett

continues, "Proper involvement requires understanding of

computers and the information systems function. Learning

and comprehension also needs to be continuing to avoid

obsolescence in administration's knowledge of what new

advances in computer technology can do for them in reaching

orgarih:etion objectives" (p. 50).

Manufacturers have an obligation to assist in the

complexity of selecting the best system for-the individual

needs of physicians and hospitals based on an analysis of

the woric to be processed on this equipment.

Training

With all due respect ,to the increasingly sophis-

.ticated word processing equipment and expanded software

capabilities, the most advanced technology serves no

purpose if there is a lack of trained personnel to utilize

it. It is the duty of the Community college to Eill the

gap between vendor.ttaining and in-house training in the

newly created area of integrated' office'systems. Personnel

policies should reflect the introduction of career promo-

tions within the framework of a word processing organizational

structure (Elliott, 1977).

It should be among the objeCtives of the curricula

that seöretarial science majors be trained on equipment

E-.
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that will enable them to have access to at least entry-level

positions utilizing this sophisticated equipment. Grobmyer

(1977) notes that because relatively few schools have

incorporated the equipment training into'their educational

programs, and the availability of recently trained personnel

familiar with 11.id processing is sparse, the hospitals have

to "absorb the on-the-job costs of training current per-

sonnel" (p. 112). Another alternative is to send the

employee to a central training center. Grobmyer (1977)

emphasizes that, "the ability of this equipment to perform

is directly dependent on the personnel using it" (p. 112).

Because of the cost of the equipment, emphasis

must be focused on quajity and quantity of work. At

present, there are alternatives for the training of per-

sonnel to operate word processing equipment. The manufac-

turers of word processing equipment offer support assistance

in utilizing equipeent after their initial training sessions.

Many have initiated self-paced training programs. Training

can then be carried out in-house by staff currently using
4

the equipment. It should be a challenge to the jUnior

college to initiate training of students rather than lose
d-

the potential student body to the vendor-sponsored training

centers.

It is apparent"from the results of.this study

that neither physicians nor hospital personnel have had any

great exposure to two-year college graduates who are

1?6
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knowledgeable in the operation of word processing equipment.

Oppenheim (1981) states, "It is often undesirable

to recruit new typists with previous word processing experi-.

ence, in preference to training the firm's own staff"

(p. 16): It is this very attitude which has to be.challenged

by the cOmmunity college. As more.and more graduates enteX

the wOrk force knowledgeable in the field of word process-

ing, owners of word proce-ssing equipment will'eagerly seek

out students who have acquired expertise in this area.

Although only 3.5 percent of Scriven s (1981,

p. 100) sample, were from a medical organization,*40 percent

of the total respondent word processing operators indicated

the organizatin for which they worked as the source of

their initial training.. The second most identified initial

source of training (29 perceht) was equipment vendors

(Scriven, 1981, p. 117). Only 1.3 percent of respondents

indicated community/junior college as their"initial source

of training.

Kelley Services, Inc., an agency dpvoted exclu-

sively.to temporary employees, has introduced a four-hour

word processing training course that focuses oh concepts

rather than on specific systems. This agency is planning

to train up to 50,000 operators in the coming year.

Why should this training be undertaken by Agen-

cies, vendors, and corporative training systems? 'What role

\Tlave the colleges been taking all this time? Will the

1 0-)
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colleges also lag behind in the newer automated offices tteat

are being forecasted by research and market analysis? Can

the colleges outpace the rapid growth in demand for systems

operators?

The trend, according to the literature, appears

to be the cutting back on operator training by the vendors

and concentrating instead on assisting in Management

planning of word processing systems. Merely introducing

word processors in an office does not guarantee higher

productivity. Long-range planning for productivity is

neededsOhat the word processors are not used simply as

an expensive typewriter. Staff mugt be trained to use the

equipment correctly. "Word processing companies claim

that they can afford to supply only basic training. And

now, these companies seem to be moving toward supplying

less training than before, because the market for their

products is becoming' more competitive" (Word Processing:

How Not to Exploit the Hardware, 1980, p. 92).

In the future, most hospitals and physicians'

offices will more than likely require office automation

in, order to survive. With the projected decline in word

processing' price tags, these minicomputers can now be

placed in the offices of myriad new users, all. of whom

w1l1 need personnel to work the equipment. Without the

necessary training, present programs are a waste of time

and money. Students may easily become frustrated and

hostile.



Is the community college accountable as a public

institution to train students for the "real" world of

work?

Resistance to Change

There were varying degrees of acceptance to

computers entering the private domain of a physician's

office. It was almost as if the physicians were afraid of

losing power and position within their own practice.

Doctors must be educated as to the improvement of quality

and effectiveness in their rendering of health care through

a systems approach of surveillance, prevention, and follow-

up procedures.

Computer hardware and software technology is

developing at such a rapid pace, that a new range of appli-

cations for microprocessor's are already on the market since
r,

the initiation of this research. With future improvement
1 A

and cost-effective developments, any reservations existing

against computerized systems in the offide should dissi

and change into general acceptance o gre er ra

applications accessible by integrating a comp er systei

into the office environment.

The development of semiconductor electronics and

the integrated circuit; or silicon chip, has made it pos-

sible for word processors to become smaller and less

expensive, and may ultimately wear down any resistance
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to investing in a word processing"system. There now exists

unlimited opportunities for technological advances ar4 for

changes in future information system. Leasing, rather

than purchasing, may become the desired option in order to

allow for upgrading the equipment' as new options and features

are introduced.

Most physicians at present do not utilize word

processing technology because they have not been awakened

to the advantages and feasibility, of such an environment.

Their resistance to change must be broken down in order

for them to become personally committed to change and to

,===revitalization of their practice.

Shoemaker (1982) did not want to change the

efficiently run office he was currently enjoying. He

incorporated packaged software for micros such as "an

accounting program, a word processing program and a

medical package with data storage and retrievals" and has

"virtually eliminated" payroll errors (p. 54). In the

future, Shoemaker (1982) plans to integrate clinical data

into his microcomputer. One physician admits that he and

his partners were motivated to computerize their practice

in order to earn more money. They believed that a more

efficient and accurate processing of billing information

and insurance claims would reduce their expanding accounts

receivable files. Although Gold (1982)',admits that the

initial reaction to the installation of his office micro-

computer was "The computer means more work, not less,"

130
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(p. 62) it was merely a reaction to the formalization of

work flovi in the toffice, highlighting inefficient and

duplicated work patterns.

If personnel who are negatively disposed toward
<6

implementation of*computer applicatiohs were identified,

_counseling and training and orientation activities could

be planned. Effective training is vital for'the upkeep of

morale. A high, degree of proficiency in working with

systems routineS allows for confidence on the job and

general satisfaction and acceptance.

Hospitals and physicians must compete with all

industries.for word processing users. The salary in the

medical area may be fOTAi-e-i-than in other areas that are

also recruiting word processors, . The responses from

physicians and hospitals emphasized,their "non-concern"

with career path orientation of word processor operators.

This lack of opportunity of career mobility, would make it

difficult to maintain staff, if they can be recruited
-

initially. Hospital administrators and physicians must be

educated in the transference of skills to various adminis-

trative functions.

From comments inserted on the questionnaire, it

seems that physicians have an ego problem concerning the

use of word processing. Communication problems must be

resolved and the physician must cooperate with ,the word

-/
processor operator. Thp medical industry, hospital

131
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information systems in particular, have tremendous growth

potential. The more regulations imposed on hospitals, the

more necessary will be computerization techniques. Hos-

pitals and physicians cUrrently without automated data

handling capabilities should seriously research the area

of word processing in order to keep up with or ahead of

the ever-increasing information collection and processing

finctions related to health care.

Although the majOrity of physician respondents

have'heard something about word processing, they are not

really familiar with the concepts or usages of word process-

ing. It should be emphasized to the physicians that

utilization of word processing will increase the efficiency

of their office by eliminating a lot of routine work.

Plans should be initiated for inviting resident,

or new staff pllysicians to learn to use the equipment

properly. This can also apply to in-house retraining.

The physicians should be involved immediately in the design-

ing and implementation of the system. Demonstrations of

word processing's capa ilities shquld be offered to poten-

tial users, emphasizing the improvement of productivity by

eliminating the retyping of entire documents in order to

accommodate changes.

Most of the physicians suggested a preference

for a manually run office because they were unfamiliar

with the partial computerization of certain operations made

possible by the word processors. There are insurance form
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pa9kages that allow for the editing and printing of master

insurance forms, in addition to the entering of services

and fees. Duplicate completed forms are easily accessible.

In addition, there are billing programs, accounts receivable

and listings of unpaid bills. There are appointments

programs that are time saving by allocating a time slot

for each patient. This also facilitates search techniques

for forgetful patients, and cancelling and-rescheduling of

appOintments. There are patient-record programs that

eliminate the stress-causing condition of misplaced files.

A computerized recall file plus a label producing program

can identify those patients who are due for a checkup.

Various form letters and reports can also be stored in the

word processor. Computerized checkbook procedures, payroll

computations, interpretation of laboratory reports and any

personal program Constructed for individual needs and

preferences are available. Perhaps the use of word process-

ing equipment will facilitate greater use of outpatient

medical care to those persons who do not require hospitali-

zation.

The physician should not avoid the installation
r

of a word processor because of ignorance. He or she must

become educated in the world of minicomputers. PhysiciaAs

seemed to be intimidated by and fearful of any automation

that may remove or change their complete Control in their

office. Their written responses when asked for reasons

that were most influential in arriving at the decision not

1 3 3
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to consider the use of word processing (see Appendix I)

show a feeling of distrust and fear' Of the unknown.

Many phy cians and hospital personnel felt thyt

the benefits of ins1talling word processing equipment were

too speculative to justify the-necessary capital investment

on the scale required. Hospitals are particularly in a

condition of financial stringency.

TO what extent, we must ask, will local, national

and international edonomic events affect the monetary

allocations to hospitals? Arepthe central city employers

(doctors inner city hospitals) adapting their manpower

and personnel policies to accommodate their individual

labor force?

The technological advances everyone looks forward

to is already here. The programs are available, and with

increased efficiency and reduced hardware costi, the intro-

duction of a word processor in a physi an's office appears

to be cost justified.

The major question seems to be: Can a word

processing system be econOmically rationalized? Every-

thing #1ways does seem to come down to money. First,

needs must be assessed. Secondly, how large an expenditure

can be made for equipment? Are there alternatives to

implementing a complete system? What is available in

terms of present hardware, and personnel expertise in

computer technology? If the physician's mindset'is against

134
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new technology., then what can be done to change it? The

basis muSt be justified'.

Itealer (1982), state that, "A microcomputer is

ideal for\,small jobs that concern only the laboratory"

(p. 56) an0 that program6 for Laboratory appliCations are

readily av ilable. It is important, according to Keller

(1982), to '!Make your choice a cording to he anticipated

us4s for -the computer" (p. 58

The initial outlay f budget may be toohigh at
P

the present time for smaller jhospitals. Costs must also

be accounted t,or computer so tware products in addition to

capital expenditures of inst llation, depreciation, and

computer-related activities. Hospitals, as compared to

private physicians, tend to be more open to computer

programs, and are mote inn vative in their approach for

the future.

When a decision must be reached on Apal pur7

chase, the strengths and eaknesses of,each company must

be evaluated. The growt potential must be studied in

addition to the company. history. There must be room for

!1
expansion withinYthe sam equipment capabilities. Without

computer installation, f rther expansion of business may

be impossible.

Perhaps those in the medical area who still are

apprehensive about purchasing such costly equipment,

should be given the option of either renting or leasing
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for becoming acquainted with the multi-features and practi--

cality of word processing.

Vendors must provide manuals, where e(rery step

of the program is designed or'you and where every step

of entry and every function on the machine fromturning

the switch on down to every intricate movement of the

machine, is described in the m4nual.

The trick to choosing a wird'processing or com-

puter system is to know what you want. The program must.

be designed the way you want it. The vendors must guarantee

that they will give you what you want. Service contract's

are of prime consideration in vendor selection.

As one word processing user stated, "The machine

is a dumb beast; it will do anything you want it to do."

Also, do not overbuy a System and do not believe every-
\

thing you hear. And, most importantly, decide what you

want, rather than what the vendors are,going to give you.

The magnitude and scope of word processing equip-

ment, or "state-of-the-art" is-mind-boggling. In order

to overcome resistance to change by physicians and hospital

administrators, the medical .profession personnel must be

educated in the area of word processing.

Skills'

Hospitals and physicians do not disagree in

terms of the following skills: Basic English Skills; Basic
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Business Skills; Word Processing Technology Skills; Human

Relations Skills. However, there appears to be more varia-

bility in physicians' responses concerning the skills in

question. This is very important because hospitals know

what skills they want, while physicians are unCertain.

The results of many researchers have agreed with

the findings in this study. The need for competent

language arts skills was given the highest priority. Of

course, the ability to type with accuracy was also of top

priority. It is clear that emphasis must be placed on

listening skills and the ability to follow directions.

By looking at the differences between the mean

of the hospitals and the mean of the physicians, the

following skills showed a statistically significant level.

Routine paper work: The reason that physicians

placed a statistically significant higher value on this

skill may be that their employees keep all the records for

the physician to actually follow, while in hospitals others

keep records that are removed from the actual surveillance

of.the doctors.

In a physician's office, the people who run the

word processing equipment also keep the records, therefore

this is more significant to the doctors. In hospitals,

secretaries may do just the typing, not keep records,

which may be the designated role of the medical records

department. Perhaps with the introduction of word
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processing, correspondence can be organized so that

standardized Materials can be utilized in such a manner

that a personalized, individually typed letter can be

completed in a fraction of the time previously used.

Medical terminology: The secretarial staff in a

physician's office would tend to be smaller, and be more

versatile rather than specialized as compared to the secre-

tarial staff in a hospital. There may be more correspondence

relative to the breakdown of workload whereas in a hospital

more administrative tasks may be required, or the word

processing operators may be more involved in billing pro-

cedures, rather than having access to many reports requir-

ing medical terminology.

Within hospitals, the most efficient method of

originating medical documents such as medical histories,

physicals, clinical notes, consultation reports, letters

of referral and operative reports is through the use of

dictation equipment hOoked up to hard-wired phones giving

easy access to thedictation system. With the introduct'ion

of word processors in the transcription areas, many hospitals

report heightened morale of personnel and increased produc-

tivity,(Basie and Yeagley, 1977; Elliott, 1977).

Bankin4 procedures:. Hospitals have a separate

and distinct Accounting office with employees knowledgeable

-in banking procedures. The word processing operators in a
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hospital would not generally have need for this skill.

Physictans, however, may initiate minimal banking procedures

in the training of its secretarial staff.

Recordkeeping: This skill is given more impor-

tance by doctors than by hospitals, as those persons who

run the word processing office for a physician also keep

the records. In the hospital, the secretaries may not be

involved in recordkeeping, which may be within the total

domain of the Medical Records Department.

Duplicator/copiers: All copies of information

relative to patient care are made directly within a

physician's office and is therefore rated as being an

important skill. Within a hospital, duplicating of any

material may be sent to a centralized area handling such

activities.

Basic English Skills

Word processing is the most revolutionary con- w

cept in business education since the invention of the

typewriter. There are no differences between the way

hospital personnel and doctors view BasicoEnglish Skills.

There is 'a significant correlation between the perception

of skills necessary for word processing operators as viewed

by doctors and hospital personnel.

Both phyticians and hospital personnel view

the Basic English Skills as listed in the Questionnaire

lab
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(see Table 18) as absolutely necessary skills. The student

must be well trained in proofreading. With all the highly

advanced equipment on the market, the operator must still

be able to locate errors. Rapid technological change and

diversification will make revision and revitalization

imperative (Bennis, 1969). Probfreading involves more

than reading; it involves what we see on the page as com-

pared to what we think we see. Grammatical proficiency is

a necessity when checking for consistency, continuity, and

sentence structure.

Basic Business Skills

There is always a decline in need in some areas

and expansion of others. This is appropriate and the com-

munity college must respond to changes in the needs of

society. "Through personal commitment to continued learn-

ing and professional development, business educators can

accountably help prepare tomorrow's work force (Mitchell,

1979, p. 356) . Business educators must reflect changes of

office systems in curriculum development. All research

recognizes the need for curricula emphasis on spelling,

punctuation, proofreading, typewriting, correct grammar

(Matthews, 1978). Many office tasks will, in the future,

be computerized. In addition to alphabetic entries,

emphasis should be placed on teaching competencies in

numeric data entry.

The medical secretary who has had some formal

training in word processing will be more adaptable and

14u
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versatile and accepting for retraining when newer automated

equipment is introduced in the future. With the added

knowledge of stenography, additional career lines are opened.

"The challenge," Bennett (1979) states, "is to

bring about change and innovatiOn within the context of the

organizational system." The faculty must be aware of con-

tinued change and therefore must be current in their own

knowledge in order to effectively train students for the

working world.

The community college, in its commitment to the

consistent development of accountable education, must

constantly be challenged to innovate new and more efficient

disciplines of study. An attitude of willingness to change

must exist among the faculty whereby they are eager to meet

the challenge of the future in the area of business educa-

tion.

Channels of communication must be within the

faculty ranks and through the gleaning of valuable infor-

mation from outside the college. Because of budgetary

constraints, open lines of communication for planning and

acceptable methods of transition and change are vital.

Interdepartmental courses should be developed so that the

secretarial science students' knowledge will envelop all

business skills.

The community college will be responsible for

adequately serving the population and once again

141
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demonstrating its commitment to its students. Th future

of the Secretarial Science Department is word processing.

Word Processing Technology Skills

Analysis for skills has been based only on those

respondents who indicated that they are utilizing word

processing equipment at the present time. By rating com-

puter literacy low, they may not be completely familiar

with the type of unit they have or it may be a very simpli-

fied version of aword processor. 'Hospitals may have more

complex units than doctors. It seems as if the doctors and

the hospital personnel are looking at word processors as a

magic typewriter and do not understand the relationship

between computers and word processors. Neither do they

seem to understand the increasing use of telecommunication

in conjunction with word processing equipment.. They did

not place any of these skills among the top fifteen over-

all, ,indicating that they have hired people with little or

no previous training, and prefer to train word processing

operators themselves.

Even though computer literacy was rated.as

relatively unnecessary, it is actually a microcomputer and

printer that functions as a word processor. A word

processor consists of a central processing unit, a cathode-

ray tube (CRT) for data entry aria display, a twin-disk

drive with interchangeable "floppy disks" for data storage,

and a printer.

142
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Word processing equipment are already being linked

with computerized information banks and total office opera-

tions. Word processing seminars and workshops are being

introduced to middle and top management as part of a total

communications system.

The concept.of the "Office of the Future" for

the.1980's according to Sinsabaugh (1981) has been the

merg,ing of technologies into "the total.office aut mation

concept which combines word processing distributed data

collection, data communications and electronic mail into

total' systems for improved management control" (p. 36).

Bennett (1979) emphasizes that, "Every administrator should

be familiar with current systems thinking and the systems

approach as a part of being a self-aware manager" (p. 48).

Meyer (1978) agrees that "If current trends continue,

greater emphasis will be placed on Electronic Data Process-

ing and word handling equipment. Within the next ten years,

each student in a business curriculum should have an under-

standing of machine functions and logics . . " (p. 44).

"In this day and age," Batchelder (1978) continues,

"and certainly within the next 20 years, everyone should have

s me conceptual understanding of what is a computer, what

akes it work, and how information is put into it and how

it is gotten out" (p. 18). The equipment should be used to

its full capacity, rather than being utilizad at minimum

levels because of lack of knowledge on the part of the

4 3
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operators. According to Cumpston (1979) "A word processing

operation is (Daly as effective as the skills personnel

working in this elebtronic environment bring to the tasks

they perform" (p. 88). To meet the challenges of the

highly electronic office., "companies will need workers

capable of discretion and resourcefulness rather than rote

responses" (Toffler, 1980, p. 353).

According to Wohl (January, 1982), "Recently,

management refocused its view of the office and realized

that the big payoffs in increasing office productivity

will come about through offering useful, computer-based

office syeems to all.classes of office workers, but par-

tiCularly to professionals, managers and executives"

(p. 97). Therefore all office workers, from the lowest on

the hierarchy to the highest will, in the future, have

access to a'multi-function system, one component of which

will be word processing. Word processing, although a

relatively new phenomena is already in a state of change.

Most manufacturers have developed word processing systems

that are, in essence, microcomputers.

It is apparent that word processing, data process-

ing and telecommupications have crossed paths. All this

is available now, and should be adapted to the increasing

pace of changes in all office work. Career paths will be

available to word processing operators, but these will

encompass increasing levels of education and responsibility.
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Will today's-students be willing to "think tech-

nologically" and adapt to the more sophisticated technology?

Although secretarial science students may not
,

have the skills to compete with computer science majors,

some knowledge of computer concepts should bemandatory. .,

What is being called word processing, has been accomplished

by computers for years. The working language has just

been simplified to expand the usage of the equipment to

noncomputer oriented persons. To be an eff

%tive

word A

processor, you have to know something about 111w the equip-

ment works. If students Want to be more than a, word

processing operator, it is absolutely essential that they

learn something about the computer.
.

Basic entry skills should be word processing

skills. If the students want upward moWity, then they

should acquire other related skills. Managerial skills

should be taught within'the context of the word procqsfing

concentration.

As an educator, the researcher does not agree

with the physicians' view of what a word processor needs

for skill development. Entry-level word processing skills

must be taught. However, the student should be taught

additional skills to allow for future upward occupational

mobility.

Conceptual abilities must be increas0 in addi-

tion to word processing equipment technology.skills. In
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order to be highly productive in today's work force, the

student must have a broad base of conceptual knowledge in

addition to secretarial skills.

Therefore, before a student begins the "hands

on" phase of Word Processing Technology Skills, a basic

background in.the Theory and Concepts Of Word Processing

must be taught.

Word processing is no longer considered as pri-

marily a secretarial tool. It is a small part of the

total systems approach in the mOdern office and will become

a necessary skill for all levels of office personnel.

Human Relations Skills

It appears that both physicians and hospital

personnel really want a clerical worker. Neither super-

visory nOr managerial skills seem to be important. They

are not looking for upward mobility in their word process-

ing operators. They seem to want somebody more,as an

android rather than as an assertive individual with pos-'

sibilities of upward mobility. Respondents were not

interested in career development; they were only interested

in mechanical automatic, robot-like employees.

The hospitals tended to be more receptive to

hiring people who can exhibit those traits listed under

Human Relation's Skills. It is important that students

be taught to develop priorities and be creative and

146
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self-motivated. They should be taught to listen carefully,

ask questions, and basically think through given informa-

tion in order to follow directions accurately. Perhaps

if they were able to perceive their jobs as careers, they

would develop a sense of pride in their work and accept

added responsibilities in order to project a sense of

pleasure in their work.

Do our students know how to listen? Can they

follow directions? Can they express themselves effec-

tively? As the usage of word processors increases,

Johnson (1981) foresees that secretaries will have "more

time and opportunities to perform duties now omp1eted by

managers" (p. 30). The gap between executive and seCre-

tarial salaries will narrow as a restructuring of work

within an office may devaluate selected current work

skills and create new ones.

Secretaries should envision the advent of word

processors as a career path to managerial positions.

Word processing experience is definitely an advantags in

Ic'
the job market as ore and more employees are coming to

require that experienced word processor operators become

word processing trainers, supervisors, and managers.

Career paths are opening in word processing service

bureaus, in offices of manufacturers of word processing

equipment and other office eqUipment, and as instructors-

and sales representatives.

)

0
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Career paths re emerging due to the advent of

word processing and part-time work is also expanding in

addition to new positions dn administration. NOt only have
0

word processing employment agencies been introduced, but

these very agencies have set up training centers to teach

word processing to perspective employees.

It is time that reality be brought into the

classroom. Today's secretary is becoming tomorrow's word

processing administrator. Are we preparing our students

adequately?

.Curriculum

Implications for changes in the secretarial

science curricula become apparent when considering the

recent.and future prognosis for growth of word proceásing
(4%

infortation systems withib the medical professiont.

In addition to educators, vendors of word process-

ing equipment should be most interested in manufactturing

equipment( and designing software systems for this virtually

untapped resource of potential users.

According to the current population surveys,con-

ducted by the Census Bureau in 1980, there were an esti-

mated 84,000 medical secretaries (Drake, 1982). The

Bureau of L or Statistict projects that the health sector

as a whole is expanding more rapidly than the whole economy

and the p edicted growth in the number of medical secre-

taries shodld be more rapid than other occupations. If
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the community colleges are to provide relevant education,

the administration must be able to anticipate the probable

magnitude or impact of the new technology and utilize this

future-oriented outlook as essential input for planning

and curriculum development.

The faculty must deCide whether or not it wants

to go into the future prepared, or be left behind in teach-

ing methodology. The college should seek meaningful goals

and be accountable to the cothmunity in its education of

future employees. A complete break with past methods

should not be adiiocated, but rather an understanding and

acceptance of the need for development of new curriculum

that will be needed in the coming years.

The process of communication with the medical

rand allied health fields is vital. Should th not be

involved in the planning of new curriculAa, offering prac-

tical suggestions that an academician may overlook?

The maj'or contribution of this study has been

the emphasis of the relationship of word processing to the
,

medlcal profession. It is hoped that this study, con-

centrating on a specific segment,of society, will serve as

an impetus for further study and inquiry. One must not

look at new ideas and technology with.a jaundiced er.

Rather, this challenge should be viewed as the beginning

of new and exciting things.

By attempting to forecast future trends within

the medical area and its utilization Of word processing
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through a systematic appraisal of this environment, it had

become apparent that Business educators must commit them-

selves to a definite plan of action that will, extend into ,

'the future. Given such a commitment, the weparation ahd

adoption of new curriculum is inescapable.

Based on the results of this study, a suggested

curriculum is offered for meclical secretarial science

majors with a concentration in word procring.

Recommendations

1. Because this research has been a pioneer effort in

W4 the medical area, a follow-up study should be under-

taken with the same data base to see how many are

now using word processing.

2. This questionnaire is generalizable for the entire

country and a broader study can be undertaken.

3. The following changes are suggested for the ques-
,

tionnaire:

(a) Reword -the gollowing questions: Question No. 8:

Are you now considering installing word process-

ing equipment or adding to your present instal-

lations? /7 yes 1.:7 no

(b) Add the following question: In what year was

your word processing equipment initially

installed?

processing?

or How ,long have you had word

years (One would assume

that more expertise would be exhibited for those

1.5o
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who have had it longer than for those who.are

utilizing word processing for a short period of

time.)

(c) Under Question No. 10, add as a reason for not

currently considering the use of word process-

ing: Plan to retire

4. Because it was suggested during the pilot study that

any reference to physician's income as related to

word processing be eliminated from the questionnaire,

it is now recommended that a study be made on cost

effectiveness within physicians' offices and within

hospitals with the implementation of word processing

equipment.

5. Vendors of software packages should actively educate

hospital administrators as to the possibility of

developing individual and relevant clinical and

administrative computer software in order to improve

the quality of care in their hospitals.

6. Vendors should actively solicit physicians who are

virtually,ignorant in the area of word processing and

emphasize, in addition to cost development in health

care and technological advances and decreasing hard-

ware costs, the improvement of quality of care to

patients "that can be made possible by the proper

utilization of minicomputers which are now feasible

for every office. Proper applications and cost

° 15i
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effectivenessollust be considered before a system

analysis is undertaken and a system des.igned.

7. In order for this study to have a positive effect on

future curriculum, the findings must be understood

and accepted by those who must eventually initiate

change. Many decisions made today will have long-

term consequences in the business education discipline.

One must identify the spheres within which planning

and change must take place in order to increase the

ability of the business education graduate to cope

with earning his or her livelihood with realizable

goals. Present curricula may need to be modified

and, possibly, new ones instituted.

In general, it is recommended that an Information

Systems Center be established college wide whereby a

program can be introduced incorporating accessing

data bases from shared logic or distributed process-

ing systems. Although this is beyond the scope of

the Secretarial Science Department, an interdis-

ciplinary curricula should be established whereby the,

word processing segment is taught by the Secretarial

Science Department.

A working relationship should exist among various

departments in order to integrate the various com-

ponents required within a new area of study. There

must be mutual planning and coordination of services

as each department controls the resources that are

15%
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a part of the whole. If there is no working relation-

ship, then it is detrimental io the objectives and

priorities of the program and of the college. Of

course, each discipline area will determine what

specific programs and services will be providpd

within the framework of its individual department.

8. Based on the results of this research, the Secretarial

Science curriculum should be tailored for the specific

needs of physicians and for hospitals.

No distinction should be

hospitals in terms of cur

proper training, word pr

acceptable in either a

this research, it is a

processing will be util

ade between physicians and

iculum planning. With

cessing skills will be

Ba ed on the results of

able to assume that word

to a much greater degree

in the future in the medical profession and therefore

the present curriculum should be altered.

The potential impact of futuring on the Secretarial

Science curriculum will be considerable and effective

implementation will have long-term effects.

Suggested Secretarial Science Curriculum

1. Basic College-Wide Core Curriculum.

2. Basic Secretarial Core Curriculum, including Business

Communications (verbal and written, with emphasis on

Language Arts Skills), Typewriting, Stenography

153
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(optional), Medical Office Procedures, Medical

Terminology.

Recommended:

3. Introduction to Word Processing

Word Processing Technology and Equipment

What is word processing? How does it work? This

should not be a course in skills, but rather a

course in technology and the evolution of word

processing.

4. Introduction to Computers--Computer Technology

Skills'for Computer Literacy to include pro-

gramming.

5. Word Processing Skills

-- Mechanical Skills Procedures

Hands-on Approach.

6. Word Processing Elective Option

(a) Medical Word Processing

(b) Legal Word Processing

(c) Executive Word Processing

(d) School Administration Word Processing.

7. Word Processing Supervision and Management

- - Time Management

- - Systems Approach

- - Measurement and Control Techniques.

Secretarial students should be required to study

management theory within the business curricula. This
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will allow them to haire a better understanding of

their work environment and will provide a basis for

a career path beyond word processing.administration.

8. Office of the Future

(a) Basic Office Skills

(b) Decision Making

(c) Supervision Administration

(d) Records Technology/Microfilm

(e) Telecommunications

(f) New and Future Technology

(g) Attitudes

-- Work-related

-- Change-theory related

9. Accounting

10. Word Processing Simulation

11. Word Processing Field Experience

-- Cooperative Work Experience.

Educators must ask themselves, "What will happen

if we don't change?" Will:the curriculum become obsolete?

Or, has that already come to pass?
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KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OF

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ORIENTAL BOULEVARD. MANHATTAN BEACH

BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11235

Ds ar

I am studying the impact of Word Processing in the medical
and allied health fields as related to the medical secretarial science
curriculum.

I have just started drawing up a questionnaire to be sent
to hospital administrators and private physicians.

Is there any inormation thatiyou can suggest that would
be pertinent to this research?

When I have completed my questionnaire, would you be
willing to examine it to determine whether or not the questionnaire
satisfies the requirements of the medical profession?

The following research questions will be among the
important issues considered in this study:

1. Do doctors who are in practice for a shorter time (less
than five years) tend to be more receptive to changes in
technology?

2. Are larger hospitals more receptive to changes in
technology?

3. Do hospital administrators and individual doctors find
that most graduates of postsecondary secretarial programs
are not sufficiently trained to run word processing
equipment?

4. Are complete word processing equipment systems generally
more cost efficient in medical usage than partial systems
or no system at all?

Administered by the Board of Higher Education
Under the Program of the State University oV,New York



5. What kinds of skilled manpower are needed in the
secretarial area at the hospital level?

6. Can this secretarial manpower be provided by the
community college?

7. Is training and guidance for word processing being given
on a hospital-based level?

8. Should the medical secretarial scienc*curriculum include
word p'rocessing?

I would appreciate hearing from you.

41.

j

Very truly yours,

Naomi Platt, Ed.D.
Associate Professor
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KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITc COLLEGE
OP

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ORIENTAL BOULEVARD. MANHATTAN BEACH

- BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11235

Dear

I am conducting research under a National Institute of poducation grant
which deals with the use of word processing in the medical profession.
The purpose of the research is to evaluate the level of use of word pro-
cessing in hospitals and doctors' offices. Based on the information
obtained, curriculum proposals for the education of medical personnel
for automated offices will be developed.

A major source for gathering information is a questionnaire that I have
developed. Since it is extremely important that the survey instrument
appropriately measures the researdh variables, I am calling on several
experts in the field of word processingito review the questionnaire and
to offer any suggestions or comments that they may have Ybur badk-
ground and reputation indicates that you are more than qualified to
provide such expert opinion.

The research questions that are being evaluated with the questionnaire
are as follows:

1. Do doctors who are in practice for a shorter time (less than five
years) tend to be more receptive to changes in office technology?

2. Are larger hospitals more receptive to changes in office
technology?

3. Do hospital administrators and individual doctors find that
most graduates of postsecondary secretarial programs are not
sufficiently trained to run. word processing equipment?

4. Are complete word processing equipar-nt systems generally more
cost efficient in medical usage than partial systems or no
system at all?

5. Nhat kinds of skilleimanpower are needed in tbe secretarial
area at the hospital level?

6. Can this secretarial manpower be provided by the community
college?
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7. Is training and guidance for word processtmg being given on
a hospital-based level?

8. Should the medical secretarial science curriculum include
word processing?

165

I will value any comments or suggestions you may pave pertaining to this
questionnaire Your response to this letter will be carefully considered
when the questionnaire is redrafted and put into its final form.

I want to thank you in advance for taking part in this important work.
Be assured that any response you make will be held in the strictest
confidence. Your contribution to this research will be acknowledged in
the final, publishable research report. A self-addressed, stamped
envelope is included with the questionnaire.

Sincerely yours,

e Naomi Platt, Ed. D.
Associate Professor
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KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
or

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ORIENTAL BOULEVARD. MANHATTAN BEACH

BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11235

Dear Colleague:

I am conducting resk.:arch under a National Institutdof Education grant which deals with the use of word process-
ing in the medical profession. Word processing, in its simplest form, defines a class Of automatib typewriters that
speed typed document outpwi.

The purpose of the research is to evaluate the level of use of word processing in the hospitals and in doctors'
offices. Based on the information obtained, curriculum proposals will be developed for the education of medical
personnel for automated offices.

A major source for gathering information is a questionnaire that I have developed and have tested. As a medical
user of office equipment, any information that you can provide will help to answer important questions about
word processing use and training in our field.

The research questions that are being evaluated with the questionnaire are:

1. Do doctors who are in practice for a shorter time (less than five years) tend to adopt word processing
changes in office technology?

2. Do larger hospitals tend to adopt modern word processing technological methods more readily than smaller

hospitals?

3. What kinds of skilled secretarial manpower are needed to run word processing equipment?

4. is training for word processing being given on an office-based or hospital-based level?

5. Should the community college medical secretarial science curriculum include word processing?

The three-page questionnaire in this folcier is short and will take only a few minutes to complete. Remerber,
even if you are not a word processing user, your information is valued.

I want to thani(you in advance for taking part in this important work. Be assured that any response you make will

be held in the strictest confidence. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is included with the questionnaire for

your convenience.

Sincerely yours,

N-17a-itoof--<

Naomi Platt, Ed. D.
Associate Professor

P77167 ""



QUESTIONNAIRE
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1. If you are a hospital administrator, please indicate your working title.

2. How many beds are in your hospital?

beds

3. Is word processing equipment utilized in your hospital?

O yes

O no

IF YOUR ANSWER IS NO, PLEASE PROCEED TO QUESTION NUMBER 8
AND COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS TO THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 4 THROUGH
THAT WILL COMPLETE YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY.

4. Please indicate the physi6'al arrangement of the word processing center(s) within your hospital. (A
word pr9cessing center is a room or area with equipment and personnel for systematically pro-
cessing written communications.)

0 centralized in one area within the hapital

O decentralized within each individual department

5. If you have any kinds of equipment listed in the left-hand column, please give the manufac-
turer, model number, and the number of units of each equipment type you have in your
organization.

Equipment Manufacturer
Model No. of

Number Units

Memory Electronic Typewriter
--no magnetic media storage
keyboard and printer are

in the same unit

. ..

,

Visual Display
--Standalone

self-sufficient individual unit
keyboard and printer are separate units

--Shared Resources
cluster type ,

keyboartl, printer, and central processing unit
are separate units

/
.

.

Multi-Function Station Terminal
Integrated Systems

combining Word Processing,
.Data Processing and 1.7(-Telecommunications -0

.

,--

,



6. At what ievel are t.he following-skills required for
the viora procepsing operator in your of ficQb?

Basic English Skills
Punctuation
Sentence Structure
Grammar
Vocabulary
Reading
Spelling
Proofreading
Editing
Composing
Verbal

Basic Business Skills
Filing
Typewriting
Stenography
Telephone Techniques
Routine Paper Work
General Office Procedures
Medical Terminology
Banking Procedures
Recordkeeliing
Time Management
Accounting
Duplicators/Copiers
Organizational Abilities
F011ow-up Procedures

Word PrOcessing Technology Skills
Text Editing
Machine Dictation
Machine Transcription
Computer Literacy -.t
Microfilms-
JelecommyniCations
Formating
Data Entry .

Data Retrieval
Playback ,

' Rough Draft Typewriting
7

Human Relations Ski.11s
Following DirectiOns
Handling Stressful Situations
Assertiveness
Supervisory Techniques
Accepting Responsibility -
Designating nsponsibility
Ability to Set Priorities'
Perseverare J'
Pride in Work
Cooperation.
initiative 1
Rolationship with.Staff (.

' .

16 9

Office Skill Requirement

None Low Moderate High

0

0

0

7

.0

0

0
Li

jJ
0
0
0
0
'0
0
0
0
C3

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

-, 0
4-, 0

0
0
0
0

o
1:1

0
0
0
0

.0
0
0
0
0
0

;' e

0
0
0

, 0

0

0
0
O ..

0
0
0

--. 7-

# 0
0
0
0 .

o
o
o
0
0
0,
Re'

. 0
P . . '

-IS
0
0
0
0

o '
0 .

o

0 ,

,

0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

"o
o
0
o
0
0
0
0

0



7. Based on ,,our experience witn :vord processing operators, how would you rate the skills of

participants from various locations of training programs?

fouryear college

twoyear college

high school

by equipment manufacturer
at your location

ontnejob training by
your own personnel

SKILLS
170

WP Equipment Manipulation Eng ish Communication

POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT

.ef

THANK YOU FOR ANSWERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO CHANGE, EXPAND

OR UPDATE YOUR WORD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, PLEASE COMPLETE QUESTION NUMBER 8.

8. Are you now considering installing word processing equipment?

E yes Go tc4 question Number 9.

E no , Go to qdestions Number 10 & 11

9. If you are consider(ng using word processing equipment, have you

LT received pricing information?

E had equipment dernonstrations?

looked into personnel training programs?

none of the above

10. If you are not currently considering the use of word processing equipment, please indicate

a

'which of the following reasons were the most influential in arriving at this decision: (Check

those that apply.)
LI-1 unfamiliarity with the benefits of word processing

Li volume of work does not demand word processing

O type of wor.k does not demand word processing

initial' price too costly

O service contracts and maintenance.too costly

LT, lack of space

O lack of, tr'ained perpnnel

too difficult to train personnel

10 salary scale of trained personnel too high

O equipment development not sophisticated enough

0 awaiting future developments

E other (Please specifY)

11. If the" ove situation(s).,were to change, would yOu

equipment within
0 '17-, 1 year?

O 1-3 years?

0 4-5 ye6r.):
O not at all

THANK YOU FOR ANSWERING THIS OUESTIONNAfRE.

a

cs,

consider 4nstalling word processing





KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
or

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ORIENTAL BOULEVARD. MANHATTAN BEACH

BROOKLYN. t.IEW VORK 11235

Dear Colleague:

I am conducting research under a National Institute of Edu3ation grant which deals with the use of word process-

ing in the me'dical profession. Word processing, in its simplest form, defines a class of automatic typewriters that

speed typed document output.

The purpose'of the research is to evaluate the level of use of word processing in the hospitals and in doctors'
e offices. Based on the information obtained, curriculum proposals will be developed for the education of medical

personnel for automated offices. b

A major source fOr gathering information is a questionnaire that I have developed and have tested. As a medical

user of office equipment, any information that you can provide wilkheip to answer important questions about

word processrng us,e and, training in our field.

The research questions that are bei evaluated with the questionnaire are:

1. Do doctors who are in practice for a shorter time (less than five years) tend to adopt word processing

changes in office technology?

2. Do larger hospitals tend to adopt modern word processing techno.oc;:cai methods more readily than smaller

hospitals?

3. What kinds of skilled secretarial manpower are needed to run word processing equipment?

4. Is training for word processing being given on an office-based or hospital-based levet?

5. Should the communiycollege medical secretarial science curriculum include word processing?
-44

Th6 thr9e-page questionnaire in this folder isqr\io and will take only a few minutes to complete. Remember,

even if you are not a word processing user, your inf rmation is valued.

I want to thank you in advance for taking part in this important work. Be assured that any response you make will

be held in the strictest confidence. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is included with the questionnaire for

your convenience:

Sincerely your%

'77a.16"'Pe4,

Naomi Platt, Ed. D.
Asscoclate Professor
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QUESTIaNNAIRE
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If you are a physician, how many years have you been in practice?

years

2. Would you classify your practice as

C yourself only

cz, 0 in partners with another physician

0 in group practice bf three or more physicians

3. Is word processing equipment utilized in your office?

C yes

0 no

IF YOUR ANSWER IS NO, PLEASE PROCEED TO WESTON NUMBER 8
AND COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS TO THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.'
IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 4 THROUGH 7.
THAT WILL COMPLETE YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY.

4. Is the physical arrangement of_your word processing center (the room or area with equip-
ment and personnel for systematically processing written communications) centralized in
one separate area of your office?

- 0 yes
0 no

5. If you have any kinds of equipment listed in the left-hand column, please give the manufac-
turer, model number, and the number of units of each equipment type you have in your
organization.

equipment

Memory Electronic Typewriter
-no ma'gnetic media storage
-keyboard and printer are

in the same unit -

Visual Display
:--Standalone

self-sufficient individual pit
keyboard and printer are separate units

-Shared Resource
cluster type
keyboard, print r, and central processing unit
are searate units

Manufacturer
Model - No. of

Number Units

0

Multi-Function Station Terminal
-Integrated Systems

combining Word Proatsing,
9 Data Processing and
Telecommunications
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6. At'what level eve the following skills required for
the Word processing operator in your office? 174

Basic English Skills
Punctuation
Sentence Structure
Grammar
Vocabulary
Reading
Spaing
Proofreading
Edithig
Composing
Verbal

Basic Business Skills
Filing °
Typewriting
Stenography
Telephone Techniques
Routine Paper Work
General Office Procedures
Medical Terminology
Banking Procedures
Recordkeeping
Time Management
Accounting
Duplicators/Copiers
Organizational Abilities
Follow-up Procedures

Word Processing Technology Skills
Text Editing
Machine Dictation
Machine Transcription
Cdmputer Literacy
Microfilms
Telecommunications
Formating
Data Entry
Data Retrieval
Playback
Rough Draft Typewriting

Human Relations Skills
Following DirectiOns

5 Handling,Stressful Situattns
AssertiveneSs
Supenilsory Techniques
Accepthig Responsibility
Designating Responsibility
Ability to Set Priorities
Persevera.nce
Pride in Work
Cooperation
Initiative
Relationship with Staff 0

o

P.

I 84

Office Skill Requirement

None Low Moderate High

O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
0
O 0

0

0

a
a
a
a
a
a

O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0,
o

a . a a
a a a
0 L/ 0
0 0 0
0 0 14 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 ' 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
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Based on your experience witn word processing operators, how would you rate the skills of
participants from various locations of training programs?

SKILLS
WP Equipment Manipulation Eng ish Communication

fouryear college

two-year college

hign school

by eluiptnent manufacturer
at your location

on-the-job training by
your own personnel

175

POOR AVER AGE GOOD IEXCELLEN T POOR AVERAGE GOOD EXCELLENT

THANK YOU FOR ANSWERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO CHANGE, EXPAND

OR UPDATE YOUR WORD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, PLEASE COMPLETE QUESTION NUMBER 8.

8. Are you now considering installing word processing equLprhent?

_ yes
E no

Go to question Number 9.

Go to ques,tions Number lo 11

9 If you are considering using word processing equipment, have yo .

received pricing information?

O had equipment demonstrations?

looked into personnel training programs?

none of the above

10. IP you are not currently considering the use of word processing equipMent,oplease indicate
which of the following reasons were the most influential in arriving at this decisioh: (Check

those that apply.)
unfamiliarity with the benefits of word processing

volume of work does not demand word processing

t: type of work does not demand word processing

initial pricgtoo costly

O service contracts and maintenance too oostly.

lack of space

O lack of trained personnel

C too difficult to train personnel

O salary scale of trained personnel too high

O equipment dei/elopment not sophiaticated enough

O awaiting future developments'

O other(Please speCify)

11 If the above situation(s) were to change, would you con ider installing- word ptocessing

equipment within
o c.1 year? ,

O 1-3 years?

O 4-5 years?

O not at all

THANK YOU FOR ANSW

;

.185

*G THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
,
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KINGSEOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OF

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ORIENTAL BOULEVARD. MANHATTAN BEACH

BROOKLYN. NEW YORK uns

Dear Colleague:

Would you be kind enough to complete the enclosed
questionnaire and send it tp me by return mail.

Perhaps you overlooked the previous questionnaire. I
realize how valuable your time is, but this will take
only a few minutes to complete.

Your response will most certainly be appreciated in
order to bring this important research to its success2
ful conclusion.

I sincerely thank you for your partidipation in this
study.

Sincerely yours:

Naomi Platt, Ed. D.
Associate Professor

177
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KINGSBOROU6}1 COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OF

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ORIENTAL BOULEVARD, MANHATTAN BEACH

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK t:;5

Dear Colleague:

Enrollment in the edical Secretarial Science curriculum
has been declining n recent yearsd- Perhaps our course
of study is in need of revision.

Would you please help us to determine the seCretarial
needs of the medical profession by completing the
enclosed questionnaire today? With your help, we
hope to modernize our curriculum so that we can
more effectively meet your present and future needs.

Thank you for,your, assistance.

Sincerely yours,

Naomi Platt, Ed. D.
Associate Professor
Secretarial ScienOe Department

179
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APPENDIX G

WORKING TITLES OF RESPONDENT

HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATORS
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WORKING TITLES OF RESPONDENT HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATORS

Top Management

Executive Director

Associate Executive
Director

Associate Vice President

Deputy Executive Director

Director, Medical Records

Middle Management

Administrator

Assistant Vice -
President

Associate Director,
Purchasing Services

Project Director, Data
Processing

Direc or of Planning and
Com4unity Services

181

Bottom Management

Administrative
Assistant

Assistent Administrative
Cohtroller

Assistant to the
Ditector

Assistant to the, Vice
President of,
Planning,

Assoqiate Administrator

Executive Assistant,
Administrative
Services

Management Information
Analyst

Principal Stenographer
Procedures Analyst



APPENDIX H

WRITE-IN RESPONSES GIVEN AS REASONS FOR NOT

CONSIDERING WORD PROCESSING

A
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WRITE-IN RESpONSES GIVEN AS REASONS FOR NOT
CONSIDERING USING WORD PROCESSING

-- Plan to retire,

- Semi-retired

Solo practitioner with no nurse, secretary, or
. receptioni'st

Not personalized enough

I have to ."process" the words

- My age

- - Word processing ava1lable elseOhere

- - Mould make more work, not less

No power of decision

Never heard of word processing

Makes _no sense to me

1
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